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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

System-Level Thermal Modeling and Management for Multi-Core and 3D Microprocessors

by

Zao Liu

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Electrical Engineering
University of California, Riverside, June 2014
Professor Sheldon X.-D. Tan, Chairperson

The continuously scaling down of CMOS technology inevitably increases the power

density for high performance microprocessors, which makes thermal effects and related prob-

lems urgent and challenging. Unpredicted thermal behavior and on-chip thermal hot spots

could lead to performance degradation of microprocessor chips, incurring reliability issues.

Hence, it is becoming increasingly important to develop thermal modeling methods to pre-

dict the thermal behavior of microprocessor chips, and thermal management techniques to

control the on-chip thermal hot spots and thermal related reliability issues.

This research focuses on system level thermal behavior modeling and management

methods to enable the thermal aware design of high performance microprocessor chips and

packages, which also considers the thermal related reliability issues. First, at chip level,

a new compact lateral thermal resistance model is proposed to model the lateral thermal

behavior of through silicon vias (TSVs), which was largely ignored previously. The pro-

posed lateral thermal model is fully compatible with the existing thermal modeling method

of TSVs, and could be integrated into finite difference (FD) simulation to improve the
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accuracy. Second, targeting at the package level modeling of thermal behavior for micro-

processor chip package, the top-down approach building the thermal behavioral models

from the given accurate temperature and power information by means of the subspace

identification method (SID) is systematically explored in this dissertation research. Power

map based approach and piecewise linear modeling method are developed to improve the

accuracy of the identified model in presence of thermal nonlinearity and correlated power

traces. Third, a more effective architecture level distributed thermal management method

is developed to balance the on-chip temperature distribution in this dissertation research.

A new temperature metric called effective initial temperature that incorporates both ini-

tial temperature and other transient thermal effects is proposed to make optimized task

migration decisions in the new distributed thermal management method, leading to more

effective reduction of thermal hot spots. The last but not least, since temperature imposes

exponential influence on the reliability of the chip, this research also proposes a new system

level reliability model derived from fundamental physics principles, in which reliability is

modeled as life time resources that are to be consumed as the chip works. Based on this

model, a dynamic management method is proposed to effectively balance and compensate

the life time resources across all the cores in a multi-core processor system, preventing the

chance of early failure of heavily loaded cores.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter gives an overview of thermal related modeling and management in

today’s multi-core microprocessor chip. The thermal and its related issues are discussed to

explain the motivation of the researches in this field. Also, the existing works in these fields

are reviewed, and the potential challenges are identified. The object and the organization

of the dissertation are also given in this chapter.

1.1 Thermal Related Issues for High Performance Micropro-

cessors

The continuously technology scaling down offers benefits of large scale integration

and high clock rate for processor designs. Billions of transistors are integrated in a single

processor chip using 14 nm silicon fabrication technologies. Due to the complexity of today’s

sophisticated chip, huge amount of design efforts are put to guarantee that the processor

1



chip achieves varieties of specifications in different aspects. Various of design tools are used

in the design flow to help engineers to analyze and understand the intricacies of the systems.

The design tools for digital design aims at simulation and optimization of logical

design. Various of digital design tools are specialized for different design stage to evaluate

and optimize the logic design. Successful examples that are extensively used by semicon-

ductor industry are VCS simulator, Synopsis design compiler, PrimeTime, et. al. Also, the

design tools for analog design focus on analyzing electrical behavior of the circuits based

on physical circuit models or empirical data from lab characterization. Different tools are

developed to model and simulate the analog system in different abstract levels (system level,

transistor level, physical level). However, the design tools used for thermal behavior anal-

ysis are largely under-developed. Nevertheless, the increased power density has caused the

on-chip temperature to become a major concern for high performance microprocessor design

and package as more devices are integrated on the processor chips that aim at working clock

frequency of Gigahertz range. Exacerbated temperature would result in slow transistors,

increased interconnect delays, and potentially increases power consumptions due to leakage

current, degrading the performance of the chip and incurring reliability issues [1, 2].

Hence, thermal management and related design problems continue to be identified

by the Semiconductor Industries Association Roadmap [3] as one of the five key challenges

during the next decade for achieving the projected performance goals of the industry. Accu-

rate and efficient system level thermal modeling and analysis is vital for the thermal-aware

chip and package design to improve performance, reliability, power reduction, and online

temperature regulation techniques [4–6]. As the thermal effect becomes top constraint for
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the performance of high speed processor chip, more efficient thermal modeling and anal-

ysis technology at different levels (chip level, package level, and board level) need to be

developed for thermal-aware chip and package design, and more efficient architecture level

thermal management techniques are also required to effectively control the on-chip temper-

ature, and thermal related reliability issues that are becoming increasingly challenge also

needs to be addressed. Thus, to effectively enable thermal-aware chip and package design

and alleviate thermal and related issues of the processor chip, this dissertation focuses on:

• chip level thermal modeling methodology using FDM (Finite Difference Method) that

considers TSV thermal behavior for 3D stacked IC chips.

• package level top down thermal modeling methodology using subspace identification

to extract thermal behavior model of a processor package.

• architecture level thermal management techniques that efficiently control and regulate

the on-chip temperature to alleviate thermal issues for multi-core processors.

• system level reliability modeling and management method that effectively control the

life time resources of different cores in multi-core processors to prevent the chance of

early failure of the cores.

1.2 Finite Difference Thermal Modeling Method for 3D IC

Chips

Thermal issues tend to be more exacerbated in three dimensional (3D) stacked

integrated circuits (ICs), which necessitates the chip level thermal behavior model to predict

3



thermal hot spots. The major factors driving the thermal issues in 3D ICs are increased

thermal resistance along the primary heat transfer path and high power density in 3D

integration. Through silicon vias (TSVs) or thermal TSVs (TTSVs) are introduced to

facilitate the heat removal inside 3D chips. Essentially, TSVs are vertical vias in 3D ICs,

which can effectively convey heat from multiple layers to the heat sink. TSVs have shown

promise in alleviating the thermal problem seen in 3D stacked ICs [7, 8]. For thermal

modeling of 3D chip structures, it is important to incorporate TSVs into the thermal model

because it can significantly change the thermal profile of the 3D chip and TSV models are

important for many thermal-aware physical optimizations [9–14].

Traditional approaches treat TSVs as a vertical lumped thermal resistor in each

physical plane and its resistance value is proportional to the length and inversely propor-

tional to the diameter of the TTSV [15,16]. The TSV as a one dimensional (1D) network

implies heat flows only in the vertical direction towards the heat sink of the system. This

method is shown to be insufficient in capturing the thermal behavior of the TSVs since the

lateral heat transfer through these structures is neglected. Recent study shows that the

lateral thermal effects due to TSVs or TSV array or farms can have a significant impact on

the thermal profile of the 3D chips [17]. Alternately, accurate numerical approaches such

as finite difference (FD) and finite element methods (FEM) can be applied to build the

thermal model of the chip package. However, to capture the small feature size of TSVs

such as the diameter of TSV and thickness of the insulation layer of TSVs, very fine mesh

grids are required, which significantly increase the model complexity and thus the cost of

simulation.
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For finite difference based analysis especially in system level or full chip levels,

large grid sizes may be used in order to reduce the computation cost of thermal analysis of

3D stacked chips with TSVs. In this case, we may have one or more TSVs in one grid and

it becomes important to drive the equivalent lumped models (in both vertical and lateral

directions) for such TSV-bearing grids. In addition to fast finite difference analysis, a very

compact and accurate TSV model which offers insight about the thermal properties of TSV

structures and links the heat transfer process with the physical parameters will be very

useful for architecture level TSV planning and inter-layer level thermal design for 3D ICs.

Recently, a compact thermal TSV model for 3D stacked ICs was proposed in [18],

in which the lateral thermal resistance is considered. It is an initial effort to address this

important thermal modeling problem. This method, however, mainly studied the stacked

thermal TSVs across many active layers. It only considered the lateral thermal resistance

caused by the insulation liners. Furthermore, their thermal model works only for a single

TSV, not for an array of TSVs. As we can see that the array of TSVs cannot be simply

constructed by this individual TSV models. To mitigate the model accuracy issues, a larger

model (called distributed model) is used in [18]. This in turn will impact the analysis

efficiency.

Chapter 3 of this dissertation explores a new compact physics-based lateral ther-

mal resistance model for both a single TSV and a TSV array. It first focuses on developing

a physics-based analytical expression for the lateral thermal resistance of TSVs and TSV

arrays in terms of physical and material parameters. The proposed model targets at esti-

mating the lateral thermal resistance considering TSV arrays, and the model also takes into
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the account of lateral resistance changes caused by the bending of isothermal curves due to

the interplays of TSVs. Second, the method also integrates this lumped lateral model into

finite difference thermal modeling code of 3D microprocessor package, and demonstrates the

improved modeling accuracy by comparing the simulated results against the results from

COMSOL, and the one from the existing method [18].

1.3 System Identification based Top-down Thermal Model-

ing Method for Microprocessor Packages

The traditional bottom-up approaches including FEM (finite element method),

FDM (finite difference method), and computational flow dynamics (CFD) based methods

were widely used in thermal modeling and analysis in the past [19–21]. For compact thermal

modeling at package level, many existing approaches try to use thermal resistors and capaci-

tors with fixed topology networks subject to different thermal boundary conditions [22–24].

However, the accurate RC values of package elements, especially for complex geometries

and boundary conditions of the processor package, are difficult to determine, and the cali-

bration against the numerical field solvers or analytical results [25, 26] and measured data

are usually required [27].

For thermal modeling at package levels, many works have been proposed targeting

at different applications in the past. An excellent survey on recent works can be found in [28].

In general, existing approaches can be classified into bottom-up white-box approaches,

which are based on the thermal dynamic physics and approximation techniques, the top-
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down black-box behavioral modeling approaches and the third modeling approaches, which

are something in between the two approaches [28].

Existing work on HotSpot [6,29] attempts to solve this problem by generating the

compact thermal model in a bottom-up manner based on processor and package structures.

However, such white-box models may suffer from accuracy issues for complicated structures

and boundary conditions, which are not properly modeled in the starting models. For

instance, complicated package design may require exploration of packages with different

structures and materials and boundary conditions for their thermal performance in the

industry setting.

Recently, top-down black-box behavioral thermal modeling methods have been

proposed to extract thermal behavior model from high level abstraction. Many proposed

models target at the on-line temperature regulation applications, in which compact thermal

models can estimate or predict the thermal behaviors of a real systems and they can be built

in a dynamic way based on the online thermal sensor reading and online power estimation

techniques [30–32]. For example, a distributed online thermal model was proposed and

validated on a realistic many-core system [33–35].

Another important development for the top-down black-box thermal modeling

is for building more accurate and even parameterized thermal models for architecture or

package level thermal-aware design and optimization. The input power signal and output

thermal temperatures for learning or training are assumed to be measured from off-line

complicated equipments in the lab. Existing works consist of the matrix pencil method [36]

and the subspace identification method [37–39]. The major advantage of such pure behav-
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ioral modeling methods is their flexibility and easy to use as no physical restrictions and

assumptions are made or required for the models. They are also very accurate as the train-

ing is based on measured data. However, stability and other properties of thermal systems

need to be enforced explicitly.

Recently, Beneventi et al. [28] proposed a hybrid (or gray-box) identification method,

in which a pre-structured compact model under physical constraints is built via an opti-

mization approach. The main advantage of such models is that many physical properties

such as stability and passivity can be satisfied automatically. But such models will be less

flexible for different architectures and structures as the thermal models or topologies are

based on specific architectures. Also, all the existing thermal behavioral modeling methods

assume that the thermal systems are linear, which may not be the case for many practical

thermal systems as we show in this work, and they have difficulty to deal with varying

thermal boundary conditions.

In this dissertation, we still focus on the black-box based thermal modeling scheme

based on the subspace identification method. We consider practical measured power maps,

which can be obtained from thermal lab based on the test thermal vehicle (testing thermal

chips). We first observe that the subspace identification method may suffer from the lack

of predictability problems in general [40, 41], especially when the input power is given as

series of 2-dimensional power distributions (called power maps) in which the input signal

is highly spatially correlated. Power map-based thermal characterization is widely used

in industry for thermal characterizations of package design as power maps can be easily

obtained (measured or computed) practically. However, the spatially correlated power
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signals in the power map make the system identification process more difficult. The reason

is that it is difficult to distinguish the contribution from specific input when all the inputs

have the same or similar transient waveforms. Also, compact behavioral thermal modeling

for changing boundary conditions still remain to be a challenging problem.

Chapter 4 of this dissertation presents a new behavioral thermal modeling tech-

nique considering more practical power maps and nonlinear effects of thermal systems for

package level design space exploration of high-performance microprocessors, using subspace

identification method. In the proposed new method, the thermal system model is trained

by more practical power maps to improve the predictability. Also, piecewise linear tech-

niques are used to handle the thermal nonlinearity of the processor package to improve the

model accuracy without increasing the model order, which leads to a compact and accurate

thermal model for package level fast thermal simulation and analysis.

1.4 Architectural Level Thermal Management Techniques

Multi-core and upcoming many-core architectures are the trend for current and

future microprocessor designs. With the scaling of CMOS devices, the chip multiproces-

sor is progressing from the multi-core era to many-core era [42–45] where thousands of

cores are predicted to be integrated on a single chip connected by a network-on-chip (NoC)

in the near future. However, the increasing chip complexity and power envelope elevate

the peak temperature of chips and increase the on-chip thermal gradients. Thermal con-

straints are the major driving force for wide adoption of multi/many core architectures.

As the power density continues to increase, the excessively high temperature spots would
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adversely lead to performance degradation, increased cooling costs, reduced reliability and

aging issues for those high-performance chip multiprocessors [6,46]. Thermal-induced long-

term reliability issues such as electro-migration, thermal stress migration, time-dependent

dielectric breakdown (TDDB) and thermal cycling are especially a growing concern for to-

day’s microprocessors as the mean time to failure (MTTF) depends exponentially on the

chip temperature due to Arrhenius relationship [47]. The semiconductor industry faces the

challenges of maintaining reliability due to the continued increase in die size and number of

transistors as well as the continuous scaling of transistors for increasing performance [48].

For multi/many core reliability systems, the power consumptions and the resulting temper-

atures of cores highly depend on the tasks or loads. As a result, effectively regulating the

on-chip temperatures and optimizing related reliability issues of these chips becomes very

important and imperative.

Dynamic thermal management (DTM) techniques have been proposed in the past

to keep the temperature to stay below a limit [5, 6, 49]. These techniques, which typically

consist of dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), task throttling and clock gating,

were first developed for single-core microprocessors. Recently, those techniques have been

extended for multi-core architectures and MPSoCs. They include control theory-based

frequency-control method [50], the combined DVFS and task migration methods [51, 52],

the predictive control method [53,54], and task migration based methods [53,55,56].

Among these thermal management methods, task scheduling/migration technique

serves as a viable way to control the temperature of the cores [53, 55, 56] while maximally

maintaining the performance of the processor system. The general idea of these methods
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is to migrate the heavy loaded task away from an overheated core to a cooler core. The

traditional approach like [55], typically migrate the heaviest task (with largest power con-

sumption) to the coolest cores to balance the temperature profile of all the cores. However,

such an intuitive decision may lead to sub-optimal result, because it does not take into

account of the influence from the neighboring cores as well as transient heat removal effect

due to heat conduction of the package. To improve the thermal profile, recent work [56]

proposed a new thermal management approach that used a temperature incremental factor

to count the heat flux from the neighboring cores. But this approach is more of an ad-hoc

way than a systematic way to solve this problem.

Also, most existing approaches [30, 53, 55, 56] are centralized control approaches,

which requires a Centralized Manager (CM) to monitor the temperature and power of each

core in the many-core microprocessor, and globally reallocate the resources and schedule

the tasks. The centralized control method, however, will not be scalable in the context of

future many core processors with hundreds and even thousands of cores [42, 44]. It will

suffer high computational costs inside the CM, single point of failure, and large volume

of monitoring and communication traffics around CM. To mitigate these problems of the

centralized control approach, the distributed control approaches have been proposed [57–59].

In [57], an agent-based distributed power/thermal management method was proposed, using

dynamic voltage and frequency scaling technique. The thermal management is done via

localized agent negotiations and each agent (or the core it represents) acts independently

and is reactive to its neighbors only. But this method only considers the current steady-state

temperatures of each core for each agent to make the decision. In [58, 59], a distributed
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task migration technique, called DTB-M, was proposed. DTB-M monitors steady-state

temperature and power in each local core, and performs task migration only between two

neighboring cores. However, DTB-M aims at reducing average temperature based only on

steady-state temperature information, and thus may be sub-optimal in terms of reducing

on-chip thermal hot spots and transient temperature variations.

We notice that considering the thermal transient effects can be very straightfor-

ward: one can perform the full-blown transient thermal analysis inside the internal loops

of those thermal optimization and scheduling algorithms. However, the major issue for

such a simple approach is the prohibitive cost. Some existing works for thermal-aware task

scheduling for real-time systems still try to avoid the transient analysis in the scheduling

method based on the mixed-integer linear programming method [60]. However, it only

allows the transient analysis on the relaxed heuristic method. In Chapter 5 of this disser-

tation, we propose a new task-migration based distributed thermal management scheme to

reduce the on-chip temperature variance and the occurrence of hot spots by considering

package related transient thermal effects without incurring the high computation costs of

transient thermal analysis.

1.5 System Level Reliability Modeling and Management Tech-

niques

High on-chip temperature could exacerbate reliability issues, which are becoming

a limiting constraint in high-performance microprocessor designs due to the high failure

rates in deep submicron and nanoscale devices. The increase in failure rates is caused by
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high integration levels and higher power densities, which leads to excessive on-chip tem-

peratures. The introduction of new materials, processes and devices, coupled with voltage

scaling limitations and increasing power consumption will impose many new reliability chal-

lenges. The semiconductor industry faces the challenges to maintaining reliability such as

the continued increase in die size and number of transistors and the constant scaling of

transistors for performance [48]. Increasing transistor density and thus power density is

causing higher temperatures on chip, resulting in failure acceleration. Scaling to smaller

transistors increases failure rates by shrinking the thickness of dielectrics. This has led

the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (ITRS) to predict the onset of

significant reliability problems in the future, and at a pace that has not been seen in the

past [61].

Some initial efforts have been carried out for system level reliability analysis for

SoCs (system-on-a-chip). RAMP [62] is the first architecture level tool for modeling the

long-term processor reliability of microprocessors at the design stage. The follow-up work

by the same authors proposed a dynamic reliability management (DRM) concept by dy-

namic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [63]. It showed that it is not sufficient to just

manage the temperature or power from the reliability perspective. Method in [64] shows

that the power/performance and reliability are intrinsically conflicting metrics and have

strong interactions on SoC designs, and proposes a joint policy optimization method. An-

other dynamic reliability management method was proposed in [65], in which a simple PID

based run-time control was applied to optimize the performance subject to the long-term

reliability constraints. Recently, DVFS techniques considering negative bias temperature
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instability (NBTI) effects were proposed for microprocessors [66]. A supply voltage schedul-

ing technique was proposed for optimizing energy subject to NBTI constraints [67].

Despite of these early efforts, the research on system or architecture-level reliability

analysis and optimization is still in its early stage. For electromigration related reliability

effects, all the early efforts at architecture and system level are based on the simple semi-

empirical Black’s equation shown below to estimate the mean time to failure (MTTF) of

interconnect wires and simplified series reliability and constant failure rate models [62,68].

MTTF = Aj−nexp{Ea/kT} (1.1)

Here, j is the current density, k is the Boltzmann’s constant; T is the absolute temperature;

Ea is the EM activation energy. However, the current density exponent, n, and Activation

energy Ea in (1.1) actually depends on current density and temperature [69,70]. Typically

the values of the two parameters were obtained at the stressed (accelerated) conditions.

However, value of n actually depends on the current densities and residual stress and Ea

is the function of temperature. As a result, the Black’s equation will not be accurate for

normal operational conditions of chips. Second, the Black’s equation ignores the impacts of

existing thermal stress and residual stress caused by the chip manufacture process and chip-

package interactions. Third, existing approaches employed high pessimistic series reliability

model to compute the reliability of interconnect wires. For practical mesh-structured power

grid networks, which are more susceptible to EM reliability issues, there exists high-level

redundancy as the failure of some of wire segments will not be necessary to result in the

voltage drops below the critical threshold, which really determine the failure of the power

grid networks.
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Chapter 6 of this dissertation first presents a new life time resource based reliability

model derived from fundamental physics principles instead of black equation, and then

proposes a dynamic management method for multi/many core processors to effectively

balance and compensate the consumption of the life time resources across the cores so that

early failure of a particular core could be prevented.

1.6 High Lights and Contributions

To enable thermal aware chip and package design and alleviate the on-chip thermal

stress and related issues, new thermal modeling and management methods to analyze and

control on-chip temperature at different abstraction levels are studied in this dissertation,

thermal related reliability problems are also addressed with new prospectives, and the ma-

jor contributions of this dissertation work are explained and summarized as the following

different aspects:

• A compact closed form thermal model of TSV (Through silicon via) is proposed

based on physics principles for chip level thermal behavior modeling of 3D ICs. The

proposed model considers both insulation and the filling core of TSV because the

thermal resistivity of copper is approximately one third that of silicon and cannot

be ignored. We show that the space between TSVs has a significant impact on the

lateral thermal resistance as TSVs change the isothermal profiles of each other, and

the models for TSV array or farms must be TSV space dependent. Model calibration

is usually required to take into account this variance. The research shows that the

thickness of the insulation layer has limited influence on the accuracy of the proposed
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model in many practical cases and does not need to be calibrated. The proposed model

is fully compatible with existing TSV modeling approaches, and could be integrated

into a finite difference thermal model code to improve the accuracy of package level

thermal simulation.

• Top down thermal modeling flow based on subspace identification method is proposed

to extract the package level thermal model for microprocessors package thermal anal-

ysis. We observe that the subspace identification method may suffer predictability

problem when power maps are given where power inputs are spatially correlated. For

instance, the busy ALU will be likely to have frequent memory accesses and many

instruction fetching activities. As a result, the corresponding function units will have

power increases or decreases at the same or similar times. Such correlated input sig-

nals pose difficulty for the subspace identification method and will easily lead to loss

of predictability as it is more difficult to distinguish the contributions from specific

inputs when all the inputs have the same or similar transient waveforms. In this

dissertation, we show that the input power signal needs to meet some independence

requirements to ensure model predictability (rank of input power maps or their power

signal matrix needs to meet certain requirements). A new algorithm, ThermSubCP,

can generate independent power maps to meet the spatial rank requirement and can

also automatically select the order of the resulting thermal models for the given error

bounds.

• In package level thermal modeling, we also show that thermal package systems are

fundamentally nonlinear. One important example is that thermal conductivities of
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silicon and package materials are temperature dependent. Another example is the

changing thermal boundary conditions due to different fan speeds. To mitigate this

problem, in the proposed subspace identification based top-down modeling flow, we

apply the piecewise linear (PWL) scheme to characterize the nonlinear thermal be-

havior under these conditions. Our experiments show that the nonlinear effects in the

thermal systems are typically mild and weak but are still significant enough to warrant

the PWL modeling. However, nonlinearity due to boundary conditions can be very

significant. PWL can deal with both mild and hard nonlinearities. We observe that

the PWL method can lead to smaller models and reduced modeling costs compared

to high order model approximation. This is important as the costs of identifying and

simulating the reduced models will grow at least quadratically, it is critical to reduce

the model order to maintain the efficiency gain from the reduced order modeling. The

new modeling algorithm, ThermSubPWL, partitions the nonlinear ranges (due to tem-

perature or boundary condition changes) into a number of small ranges and performs

the modeling on each range using the previously proposed ThermSubCP method. A

linear transformation method, which avoids the existing multi-transition requirement,

is proposed to transform the identified linear local-models to the common state basis

to build the continuous piecewise linear model. To the best knowledge of the authors,

the proposed method is the first work addressing the nonlinear thermal modeling

problem.

• To achieve more efficient architecture level thermal management, unlike the existing

approaches, which use the steady state temperature, we propose a new temperature
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metric, called effective initial temperature, to guide the task migration process. The

new temperature metric is based on frequency domain moment matching analysis

technique. It automatically and systematically considers the impacts of neighbor

cores. Furthermore, it also considers the thermal conductivity and thermal capacity

effects of each individual core and rest of other cores. We show that by considering the

dominant temperature moment component, the resulting algorithm can lead to more

reduction of thermal hot spots without full transient thermal simulation. Furthermore,

we show how the effective initial temperature of each core can be computed in a

localized or distributed way for fully distributed thermal management. With locally

computed effective initial temperature of each core as a thermal metric, the proposed

distributed task migration algorithm can still perform very effective task scheduling

in a distributed way compared to the centralized one but with much better scalability

to future many-core systems with hundreds or thousands of cores.

• To effectively quantize and control electro-migration induced reliability (EM-reliability)

of the system that is strongly influenced by temperature, the EM induced mean time

to failure (MTTF) at the system level is modeled as a resource, which is abstracted

from a more physics-based EM model at the chip physical level. Such resource-based

EM models allow more flexible dynamic EM-reliability management for multi/many-

core systems. With the insight of the new EM model, we propose a new reliability

resource based task migration method to explicitly balance the consumption of EM

life time resources for all the cores. The new method will lead to the equal chance of

failure of these cores, which will maximize the life time of the whole multi/many core
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system by eliminating early failures. With balanced life time among all the cores, low

power mode control is enabled to compensate the excessively consumed life time of all

the cores when the chip is assigned with heavy tasks for a certain period of time. In

this way, the MTTF of all the cores could be compensated to satisfy the requirement,

giving the multi/many core system more flexibility to handle heavy task assignment

when needed.

1.7 Organization

The rest of the dissertation is organized as the following: In Chapter 2, the fun-

damental concepts and methods of thermal modeling and management are introduced. In

Chapter 3, a physical lateral thermal model of TSV and TSV arrays is proposed, and incor-

porated into finite difference method for chip level thermal behavior modeling and simula-

tion of 3D stacked ICs. In Chapter 4, the proposed top-down methodology for package level

thermal behavior modeling are presented, and piecewise linear method to improve model

accuracy in presence of thermal nonlinearity is discussed. In Chapter 5, an architecture level

distributed thermal management method that considers package induced transient thermal

effect to make optimized task migration decision is presented. In Chapter 6, a system level

EM-reliability model is proposed, which models EM-reliability as life time resources, and

a dynamic reliability management method is developed to balance and compensate the life

time resources. Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Thermal

Modeling and Management

Methods

This chapter gives an overview of the basic concepts and methods used in thermal

modeling and related management methods. It also presents a detailed discussion of the

mathematics that will be used in the later chapters of this dissertation.

2.1 General Thermal Modeling Concepts and Approaches

This section gives a brief introduction to the basical concepts in thermal modeling

and simulation, and outlines fundamental approaches used in this area.
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2.1.1 Deriving Thermal Behavior Model from its Physical Principle

The fundamental physics principle of heat transfer and dissipation is given by the

3-D parabolic partial differential equation [71]. Using T (~r, t) to represent the temperature

at location ~r and time point t, the 3-D heat equation could be written as the following:

ρCp
∂T (~r, t)

∂t
= ∇ · [κ(~r, T ) · ∇T (~r, t)] + g(~r, t), (2.1)

which subjects to Robin’s boundary condition

κ(~r, T )
∂T (~r, t)

∂n
= h(T (~r, t) − Tamb). (2.2)

In (2.1), ρ (Kg/m3) denotes the density of the material that conducts the heat flow, Cp

(J/Kg·K) represents the thermal capacity of the material, κ (W/m·K) represents the

thermal conductivity of the material, and g (W/m3) represents energy generation rate

inside the material. In the boundary condition in (2.2), n represents a unit vector that is

normal to the boundary surface, h (W/m2K) represents the heat-transfer coefficient for the

convective surface, and Tamb is the temperature of the ambient environment that surrounds

the thermal system.

In order to compute the item κ(~r, T ) · ∇2T (~r, t) in (2.1), denote κx, κy, and κz

as the effective thermal conductivities along the x, y, and z axes, respectively. Let κx+,

κx−, κy+, κy−, κz+, and κz− represent the effective thermal conductivities in the x+, x−,

y+, y−, z+, and z− directions to model the inhomogeneous of the heat conduction media,

respectively, i.e., we have the following relations

κx =















κx+, x → x+,

κx−, x → x−,
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κy =















κy+, y → y+,

κy−, y → y−,

κz =















κz+, z → z+,

κz−, z → z − .

Using the finite difference method, derivatives at discretized mesh grid (i, j, k) are given by

κx
∂2T

∂x2
= κx

Ti+1,j,k − 2Ti,j,k + Ti−1,j,k

∆x2

=
κx+

∆x2
(Ti+1,j,k − Ti,j,k) +

κx−
∆x2

(Ti−1,j,k − Ti,j,k),

κy
∂2T

∂y2
= κy

Ti,j+1,k − 2Ti,j,k + Ti,j−1,k

∆y2

=
κy+

∆y2
(Ti,j+1,k − Ti,j,k) +

κy−
∆y2

(Ti,j−1,k − Ti,j,k),

κz
∂2T

∂z2
= κz

Ti,j,k+1 − 2Ti,j,k + Ti,j,k−1

∆z2

=
κz+

∆z2
(Ti,j,k+1 − Ti,j,k) +

κz−
∆z2

(Ti,j,k−1 − Ti,j,k),

where Ti,j,k represents the temperature at node (i, j, k); ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z are the discretized

steps along the x, y, z directions, respectively. Thus, the discretized form of (2.1) is

ρCp
dT

dt
= − (

κx+

∆x2
+

κx−
∆x2

+
κy+

∆y2
+

κy−
∆y2

+
κz+

∆z2
+

κz−
∆z2

)Ti,j,k

+
κx+

∆x2
Ti+1,j,k +

κx−
∆x2

Ti−1,j,k +
κy+

∆y2
Ti,j+1,k

+
κy−
∆y2

Ti,j−1,k +
κz+

∆z2
Ti,j,k+1 +

κz−
∆z2

Ti,j,k−1 + gi,j,k,t,

where gi,j,k,t is the heat generation at node (i, j, k). Furthermore, the above discretized heat

equation for the mesh grid (i, j, k) can be rewritten as follows

ρCp∆V
dT

dt
= −(Gx+ + Gx− + Gy+ + Gy− + Gz+

+ Gz−)Ti,j,k + Gx+Ti+1,j,k + Gx−Ti−1,j,k + Gy+Ti,j+1,k

+ Gy−Ti,j−1,k + Gz+Ti,j,k+1 + Gz−Ti,j,k−1 + ∆V gi,j,k,t,

(2.3)
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where ∆V = ∆x∆y∆z, Gx+ = κx+∆y∆z
∆x , Gx− = κx−∆y∆z

∆x , Gy+ =
κy+∆x∆z

∆y , Gy− =

κy−∆x∆z
∆y , Gz+ = κz+∆x∆y

∆z , and Gz− = κz−∆x∆y
∆z give the physics definitions of the thermal

conductance along x−,x+,y−,y+,z− and z+ directions. Since the method of calculating

thermal conductance in z− and z+ directions have been studied [16], this dissertation will

be focusing on the way to calculate the lateral thermal conductance in x−,x+,y− and y+

direction, and apply it to finite difference thermal analysis through (2.3) .

Note that the thermal conduction inside the material is now modeled by (2.3),

however, at the convective surface, the boundary condition (2.2) governs the thermal trans-

fer, which could be discretized along x, y, and z directions as

κ
Tx0 − Tx1

∆x
= hx(Tamb − Tx0)

κ
Ty0 − Ty1

∆y
= hy(Tamb − Ty0)

κ
Tz0 − Tz1

∆z
= hz(Tamb − Tz0)

(2.4)

in which Tx0, Ty0, and Tz0 are the temperature grids at the convective boundary, and Tx1,

Ty1, and Tz1 are the temperature the adjacent temperature grids of those at the convective

boundary inside the material. Using the thermal conductance Gx defined in (2.3), the

thermal boundary equations could be written as

(Tx0 − Tx1)Gx =
hx∆xGx

κ
Tamb −

hx∆xGx

κ
Tx0

(Ty0 − Ty1)Gy =
hy∆xGy

κ
Tamb −

hy∆yGy

κ
Ty0

(Tz0 − Tz1)Gz =
hz∆xGz

κ
Tamb −

hz∆zGz

κ
Tz0

(2.5)
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Hence, in this way, given the chip and package properties as well as the convective cooling

conditions, the thermal model of the chip and package could be built through finite difference

method based on the physics principles of heat conduction equation (2.1).

2.1.2 Equivalent Thermal Circuit Modeling Approach

The discretized heat equation (2.3) has the same format as that of electrical net-

work. With temperature analogous to voltage, and energy source analogous to current

source, the discretized heat equation (2.3) could be represented by an equivalent circuit

model, which is called thermal circuit to distinguish it with the conventional electrical cir-

cuit. Assuming the model has totally n temperature node, it could be proved that, the

discretized heat equation (2.3) could be written as the following matrices format [71]:

GT (t) + C
dT (t)

dt
= BU(t), (2.6)

in which T (t) ∈ R
n is the temperature vector with the temperature value T (i, j, k) as its

element for each grid (i, j, k), G ∈ R
n×n is the thermal conductance matrix with Gx, Gy,

and Gz in (2.3) as its elements, C ∈ R
n×n is the thermal capacitance matrix with ρCp as

its elements in diagnal, U(t) ∈ R
n is the energy source vector with ∆V g(i, j, k, t) as its

elements for each grid (i, j, k) at time instance t, and B is the position matrix that defines

the position of the energy sources. A node of the equivalent thermal circuit is shown in

Fig.2.1 to represent the thermal model described by the discretized heat equation (2.3).

The temperature node connects to its 6 adjacent nodes through thermal resistors, and is

connected to ground by a heat capacitor and a current source that mimic the energy source

inside the mesh grid the node represents. In this way, thermal model is abstracted into an
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equivalent circuit network with resistors and capacitors, and the circuit analysis techniques

could be directly applied to thermal analysis, providing insights for intuitive understanding

of thermal behavior of the chip and its package.

2.1.3 State Space Thermal Modeling Approach

In general, multiple-input and multiple-output dynamic systems could be modeled

by state space equations as the following

x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), (2.7)

where A ∈ R
l×l is a state matrix, l is the number of states. B ∈ R

l×p, C ∈ R
q×l, and

D ∈ R
q×p. The input vectors u(t) ∈ R

p×1 are the measured power input traces and output

vectors y(t) ∈ R
q×1 are the temperature responses. The thermal system could be perceived

as a multiple-input and multiple-output dynamic system with power as inputs u(ti) and

temperature as outputs y(ti). The benefit of representing the thermal system in this way

is that subspace identification method could be directly used to identify the state space

matrices A, B, C, and D based on the measured inputs and outputs of the system [41].

Once these matrices are determined, the state space equation could be used to predict

the temperature response under any power profiles. Note that given the discrete system

matrices, the continuous system matrices can be obtained using methods such as Zero-

Order-Hold, Impulse Invariance and Tustin Approximation [72]. Hence, this research uses

subspace identification method to find the state matrices for discrete time model.
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Figure 2.1: A node of the equivalent thermal circuits, which represents a temperature point
connecting to all its adjacent nodes through thermal conductance.

2.2 Review of Subspace Identification Method

This section reviews an important techniques – subspace identification method

that will be using for thermal modeling in this dissertation. That is, given the time domain

waveform of input u(t) and output y(t), subspace identification method identifies the state

matrices A, B, C, and D of (2.7). The subspace identification basically tries to first

identify the system states first (Kalman states), then the state matrices will be obtained by

the least square based optimization method [41]. For subspace method, there are several

implementations such as the Ho-Kalman’ method, the MOSEP method and the N4SID

(Numerical algorithms for Subspace System Identification) method [40]. In this research,

we apply the widely used N4SID method for the thermal system identification problem.
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2.2.1 Introduction to N4SID Method

Before we present the N4SID algorithm, some notations are introduced first. Given

integers a and b with a < b and N is an arbitrary number representing time points, l is the

order of the desired system, we define the input Hankel matrix as

Ua|b :=

























u(a) u(a + 1) · · · u(a + N − 1)

u(a + 1) u(a + 2) · · · u(a + N)

...
...

...
...

u(b) u(b + 1) · · · u(b + N − 1)

























∈ R
(b−a+1)p×N

(2.8)

and the output Hankel matrix Ya|b is defined accordingly as

Ya|b :=

























y(a) y(a + 1) · · · y(a + N − 1)

y(a + 1) y(a + 2) · · · y(a + N)

...
...

...
...

y(b) y(b + 1) · · · y(b + N − 1)

























∈ R
(b−a+1)p×N

(2.9)

We further define the state sequence according to a given number a and the arbi-

trary number N as

X(a) := [x(a), x(a + 1), . . . , x(a + N − 1)] ∈ R
l×N (2.10)

Based on the previous definition, we can further define the past input, output Hankel

matrices and state sequence as

Up := U0|k−1, Yp := Y0|k−1, Xp := X(0) (2.11)
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Using the same definition, the future input, output Hankel matrices and state sequence

could be defined as

Uf := Uk|2k−1, Yf := Yk|2k−1, Xf := X(k) (2.12)

and past data matrix and future data matrix as

Wp :=









Up

Yp









, Wf :=









Uf

Yf









(2.13)

The numbers k and N which determine the row and column size of the input and output

Hankel matrices are determined by user according to the number of input samples available

along the time axis. Also, k > l should be satisfied given that l is the order of the system.

Additionally, the extended observability matrix Ok is defined as follows

Ok :=

























C

CA

...

CAk−1

























∈ R
kp×l (2.14)

where p is the number of input and output ports.

In N4SID algorithm, an important property which can be proved is

PUf
(Yf , Wp) = OkXf (2.15)

where PB(A, C) represents an oblique projection of the row space of A onto the row space

of C along row space of B [40, 41,73].

By applying Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the left hand side of (2.15)

PUf
(Yf , Wp) = [U1 U2]









Σ1 0

0 0

















V T
1

V T
2









= U1Σ1V
T
1 (2.16)
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the extended observability matrix Ok and the future state sequence Xf are readily to be

identified as

Ok = U1Σ
1/2
1 (2.17)

Xf = Σ
1/2
1 V T

1 (2.18)

Now the state sequence Xf = X(k) = [x(k), x(k + 1), · · · , x(k + N − 1)] is identified, we

can proceed to determine the system matrices A, B, C, D. Specifically, we first define the

following (N −1)-column matrices (compared to the previously defined N -column matrices)

as

X̄k+1 := [x(k + 1), x(k + 2), . . . , x(k + N − 1)] (2.19)

X̄k := [x(k), x(k + 1), . . . , x(k + N − 2)] (2.20)

Ūk|k := [u(k), u(k + 1), . . . , u(k + N − 2)] (2.21)

Ȳk|k := [y(k), y(k + 1), . . . , y(k + N − 2)] (2.22)

All the four matrices are known or identified already. Then, the system matrices A, B, C,

and D are solved as a least square problem directly from









X̄k+1

Ȳk|k









=









A B

C D

















X̄k

Ūk|k









(2.23)

2.2.2 Input signal requirements

The “quality” of input signal is very important in subspace methods. In order

to get a “good” system, the input signal should satisfy the so-called persistently exciting

condition. That is, for an l-order system and l < k, rank(U0|2k−1) = 2pk for a p-port system
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assuming that the number of columns of the Hankel matrix N , is sufficiently large in the

N4SID method [41,73].

Generally speaking, the input signal is qualified if a unique l-th order system can

be accurately identified from the given input and output data. Consider the FIR (finite

impulse response) model

y(t) =
2k−1
∑

i=0

qiu(t − i) (2.24)

where q0, q1, · · · , q2k−1 ∈ R
p×p are the system impulse responses. Denote

Q2k−1 :=

[

q2k−1, q2k−2, . . . , q0

]

(2.25)

and the system identification comes down to determining Q2k−1 using the input and output

data.

From (2.24), we readily get

Y2k−1|2k−1 = Q2k−1U0|2k−1 (2.26)

where U0|2k−1 ∈ R
2Nk×N . This is a least square problem and Q2k−1 can be uniquely solved

when U0|2k−1 has full row rank [74].

rank(U0|2k−1) = 2pk (2.27)

Thus, we concluded in this section that in order to uniquely and accurately identify an l-th

order system, it is necessary to have the input Hankel matrices full row rank.

2.2.3 A special case - baseline model for system identification

In this subsection, we consider a special case when any type of input would satisfy

the persistently exciting method, and define it as our baseline model that we will be using
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in our model evaluation for our proposed method in Chapter 4. This is a single input and

multiple output system (SIMO). As the input number p = 1, according to equation (2.27)

rank(U0|2k−1) = 2k (2.28)

is always full rank and thus satisfies the persistently exciting condition, which implies that

the model would always be able to be identified if the transient inputs and outputs are

known. Thus, it is reasonable to use this model as a baseline model even though it is not

quit realistic in our thermal modeling since we always have multiple related input. Isolation

one input from others is not practical, but it could give us an ideal baseline that could be

used to evaluate the model identified by our proposed method with practical inputs. So, in

this research, an ideal baseline model is identified with a step input signal applying at only 1

input port, and all the other input ports being set to zero. We will use this baseline model

to help validate the frequency response of the model identified by our proposed method

under realistic power inputs.

2.3 Architectural Level Thermal Management Methods

As the power density continues to increase, the excessively high temperature spots,

called thermal hot spot would adversely lead to performance degradation, increased cooling

costs, reduced reliability and signal integrity issues for multi-core microprocessors [6, 56,

75, 76]. Thus, thermal management and related cooling techniques has been identified by

ITRS [61] as one of the five key challenges during the next decade for achieving the projected

performance goals of the industry.
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The goal of thermal management is to keep the multi-core microprocessor sys-

tem working below a safe temperature level while maintaining the efficient task execution

performance. This section gives a brief introduction to the on-chip thermal management

methods.

2.3.1 Introduction to Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling Methods

One popular type of methods for runtime thermal management is involved with a

dynamic power reduction technique, called Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [6,

77, 78]. This type of methods dynamically control the on-chip temperature profile through

controlling the on-chip dynamic power, which is given by

P = CV 2f (2.29)

in which P represents the dynamic power, V represents the supply voltage, and f represents

the frequency of switching activity. Thus, this type of methods could quadratically reduce

the dynamic power through reducing the supply voltage and operating frequency, which

translates to reduced data rate. In this way, the DVFS based thermal management method

achieves temperature reduction at the expense of reduced performance. Many modern

processor has included DVFS feature by implementing different performance states [79],

which essentially use different voltage and frequency settings of the processor to either

boost performance or reduce power.
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2.3.2 Introduction to Task migration Methods

In order to maximumly maintain the performance of the processor system, task

scheduling/migration technique is widely adopted as an alternative to control the temper-

ature of the multi-core processor cores [53, 55, 56]. During the task executions, some cores

might be continuously assigned with heavy tasks, while some cores might be idle or loaded

with lighter tasks, the region of the cores that continuously takes on heavy tasks tend to

become overheated if no action is taken to alleviate the ever increasing temperature of these

cores. To handle this situation, the task migration thermal management methods detect

these overheated cores and migrate the heavy loaded task away from an overheated core to

a cooler core. The traditional approach like [55], typically migrate the heaviest task (with

largest power consumption) to the coolest cores to balance the temperature profile of all

the cores. This intuitive method could effectively alleviate the thermal emergence of these

overheated cores. However, such an intuitive decision may lead to sub optimal task migra-

tion decision, because it does not take into account of the influence from the neighboring

cores. In fact, the temperature of a microprocessor core is determined by the work load of

the core itself, as well as the work load of its adjacent cores and transient thermal effect

of the package system. To improve the thermal profile, recent work [56] proposed a new

thermal management approach that used a temperature incremental factor to count the

heat flux from the neighboring cores.

Task migration based thermal management methods target at achieving more bal-

anced temperature profile through task redistribution across the chip. The optimized task

configurations are critical to balance the on-chip temperature profile during run time. Tra-
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ditional centralized ask migrations could possibly lead to large data traffic and overheads

in multi-core processor systems.

2.4 Summary

This chapter has presented the fundamental concepts and ideas of thermal mod-

eling and management for microprocessor systems. The three types of thermal modeling

methods have been briefly introduced: physics-based modeling based on heat equation,

equivalent thermal circuit modeling approach, and state space modeling approach. The

urgent needs for on-chip thermal management is explained, and the two basic types of ther-

mal management methods are reviewed: DVFS-based methods and task migration methods.

The following chapters will present the proposed thermal modeling approaches at chip level

and package level, and also discuss the proposed architectural level thermal management

methods in details. In addition, to address thermal related reliability issues, this disserta-

tion will also discuss how the concept of task migration in thermal management be extended

to implement a new reliability management based on the proposed system level reliability

modelt to balance and compensate the life time resources of multi-core processors.
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Chapter 3

Compact Lateral Thermal

Resistance Model of TSVs for Fast

Finite Difference Thermal Analysis

of 3D Stacked Chips

This chapter studies the chip level thermal modeling method that considers ther-

mal behavior of TSV and TSV arrays for 3D stacked ICs. Thermal issue is the leading design

constraint for 3D stacked ICs, and through silicon vias (TSVs) are used to effectively reduce

the temperature of 3D ICs. Normally, TSV is considered as a good thermal conductor in

its vertical direction, and its vertical thermal resistance has been well modeled. However,

lateral heat transfer of TSVs, which is also important, was largely ignored in the past. In

this chapter, we propose an accurate physics-based model for lateral thermal resistance of
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TSVs in terms of physical and material parameters, and study the conditions for model

accuracy. For TSV arrays or farm, we show that the space or pitch between TSVs has a

significant impact on TSV thermal behavior and should be properly considered in the TSV

models. The proposed lateral thermal resistance model is fully compatible with the exist-

ing modeling approaches, and thus we could build a more accurate complete TSV thermal

model. The new TSV thermal model can be easily integrated into a finite difference based

thermal analysis framework to improve analysis efficiency. The accuracy of the model is

validated against a commercial finite element tool - COMSOL. Experimental results show

that the improved TSV thermal model (with proposed lateral thermal model) could greatly

improve the accuracy of finite difference method in thermal simulation comparing with the

existing method.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 discusses the problem formulation

for lateral thermal modeling. Section 3.2 describes the mathematical formulation of the

closed form expression of the lateral thermal resistance of the TSVs, and outlines the method

to integrate the proposed model into 3D finite difference thermal code. The experimental

results are discussed in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 concludes this chaper.

3.1 Problem Formulation

Finite difference based method is a popular approach for thermal analysis [80].

This numerical approach uses mesh grids to discretize the partial differential equations from

the heat diffusion dynamics. For thermal modeling of 3D chip structure, it is important to

incorporate TSVs into the thermal model as they significantly change the thermal profile
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of the 3D chip [15, 17, 81]. However, to capture the small feature size of the TSV, like

diameter of TSV and thickness of the insulation layer (liner) of TSV, very fine mesh grids

are required. This significantly increases the model complexity and the cost of simulation.

For example, the radius of a TSV typically ranges from 10µm to 100µm while the thickness

of the liner ranges from 2% to 10% of the radius of the TSV [18,82]. As a result, to make

the thermal grids as small as a few µm can lead to very huge thermal equations, which

typically is not necessary. Therefore, large grid sizes can be used for the finite difference

process resulting in a few TSVs inside a grid or cell. One such example is shown in Fig. 3.1

in which a TSV is placed in one cell.

The vertical resistance for the TSV model can be computed by:

RV =
L

kA
(3.1)

where L is the TSV length in the vertical direction, A = πr2 is the cross sectional area of

the TSV cylinder in the vertical direction and k is the thermal conductivity of the TSV

material. In this chapter, we focus on developing the analytical expression for the thermal

resistance in the lateral direction in terms of physical and material parameters. For a TSV

array or farm, the vertical resistance can be computed as Rarray,V = L
keff A , where keff is

the effective thermal conductivity, which depends on the ratio of the TSV areas versus the

total areas considered [16].

The structure view of a TSV cell is shown in Fig. 3.1. It consists of a TSV in

the center of the cell surrounded by silicon region on either side. We assume the TSV is

made of copper and is surrounded by a layer of silicon dioxide which acts as the insulation

material. In the vertical direction, the copper core serves as a good thermal conductor for
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Figure 3.1: A structure view of TSV cell with copper core and insulation layer

heat transfer from the inside. However, the lateral direction of the insulation layer, although

very thin, can have a large influence on the thermal resistance.

Let RTSV,L and RSi,L represent the lateral thermal resistances of the TSV region

and the silicon region respectively. The lateral thermal resistance of the TSV cell can be

expressed as a parallel combination of the two resistances as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Thermal flow

TSV space Isothermal curve

Figure 3.2: Top view of TSV array built using individual TSV cells

The TSV cell shown in Fig. 3.1 can be used to build any TSV array as shown in

Fig. 3.2. The space between two TSVs (TSV space) in the array is the total width of the

silicon region of each TSV cell. The lateral thermal resistance model of one TSV cell can

thus be extended to compute the lateral thermal resistance of a TSV array of any scale.
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The remaining part of this chapter discusses the closed form expression for the

lateral thermal resistance of the TSV, and the compact finite difference thermal modeling

method that incorporates the lateral thermal resistance effect.

3.2 Analytical expression for lateral thermal resistance of

TSVs

3.2.1 Mathematical derivation of the closed form expression

The heat transfer follows the fundamental heat diffusion equation (2.1). For many

heat transfer problems with unknown boundary conditions, closed form expression cannot

be found [83].

To determine the closed form expression for the lateral thermal resistance of the

TSV region, we start with the following three major assumptions:

1. Inside the insulation layer, majority of the isothermal curve is parallel to the insulation

layer, which means that the lateral thermal flow is always vertical to the insulation

layer as shown in Fig. 3.3.

2. The lateral thermal resistance of the silicon region contributed by the four corners of

the TSV region is small compared to the TSV and is not considered while formulating

the closed form expression.

3. Inside the copper core, the heat flow is straight as shown in Fig. 3.3, and the detour

of the heat flow close to the insulation layer is negligible.
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Figure 3.3: Direction of lateral thermal flow (arrows) across the TSV region

With these assumptions, we can calculate the resistance across a small portion of

the insulation layer of the TSV as shown in Fig. 3.4. Considering the symmetry of the

entire structure, the thermal resistance going through the insulation layer is [83]:

Rins,L = 2

∫ r

r−δ

ρinsdl

πlh
(3.2)

where r is the radius of cross section of the TSV, δ is the thickness of the insulation layer,

h is the height of the cell, l is the position variable across the insulation layer, ρins is the

thermal resistivity of the insulation material and Rins,L is the calculated lateral thermal

resistance of the insulation layer.

Using α = δ/r as the ratio of the insulation layer thickness to the TSV radius, the

equation (3.2) reduces to a closed form expression:

Rins,L = −2ρinsln(1 − α)

πh
(3.3)
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Figure 3.4: Thermal resistance calculation across the insulation layer

Assuming the heat flow is straight as shown in Fig. 3.3 and considering the sym-

metry of the structure, the lateral thermal resistance across the copper core as shown in

Fig. 3.5 is given by:

Rcu,L =

∫ r−δ

0

ρcudl

h
√

(r − δ)2 − l2
(3.4)

where ρcu is the thermal resistivity of the copper core of the TSV, and r − δ is the radius

of the copper core. Considering the symmetry of the entire structure, the lateral thermal

resistance of the copper core is:

Rcu,L =
ρcuπ

2h
(3.5)

Therefore, from assumptions 1-3, the lateral thermal resistance in the TSV region

in a TSV cell can be written as:

RTSV,L = −2ρinsln(1 − α)

πh
+

ρcuπ

2h
(3.6)
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Figure 3.5: Thermal resistance calculation across the TSV core

Equation (3.6) shows that the value of lateral thermal resistance in the TSV region is

proportional to ln(1 − α) and 1/h. This implies that the lateral thermal resistance is

directly proportional to α and inversely proportional to the thickness.

The lateral thermal resistance of the entire TSV cell is the parallel combination of

the lateral thermal resistance of RTSV,L and RSi,L. This equivalent circuit model is shown

in Fig. 3.1. As a result, for RSi,L, we have

RSi,L =
2ρsir

dh
(3.7)

where d is the width of side silicon region. Since the width of the side silicon region

orthogonal to the thermal flow is d = rP where P is the ratio of the TSV space to TSV

radius r, neglecting the bending of isothermal lines close to TSVs, the lateral thermal

resistance of the side silicon region can also expressed as:

RSi,L =
2ρsi

Ph
(3.8)

Therefore, the total lateral thermal resistance of the TSV cell is:

RTSV cell,L = RTSV,L//RSi,L (3.9)
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Here, we assume that we have identical two side silicon regions with same width and the

TSV is in the middle.

3.2.2 Model accuracy analysis and calibration

The derived analytical expression given in (3.9) is based on some assumptions

and therefore will have some inaccuracies in some practical cases.

1. The lateral thermal resistance in equation (3.9) is based on the assumption that the

isothermal curve is not bent in the silicon region in the TSV cell. However, due to

the presence of TSVs, the isothermal curve has to be bent as shown in Fig. 3.2.

Depending on the ratio of TSV space to TSV radius (P ), the isothermal curve could

be bent differently. Thus, the value of RSi,L depends on the ratio of TSV space to

TSV radius. This has not been captured by the closed form model.

2. The thickness of the insulation layer can influence model accuracy. If the insulation

layer is too thick, the isothermal profile in the insulation layer may change, and

majority of the heat flow will no longer be vertical to the insulation surface. Thus,

the thermal flow in the tangential direction inside the insulation layer will not be

negligible. On the other hand, if the insulation layer is too thin, the model accuracy

may go down. As the insulation layer gets thinner (for instance, as α tends to 0), the

lateral thermal resistance from the silicon part in the TSV region becomes significant

and will need to be accounted for.

We first consider the impacts due to the spaces between two TSVs. This space

is normally 2 to 6 times the radius of the TSV (the ratio of TSV space to TSV radius
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P ∈ [2, 6]) [7, 82, 84]. The isothermal curve is strongly influenced by this variation. Thus,

to capture the influence of the space between the TSV arrays, model calibration based on

numerical data is required to enhance the model accuracy. The modified lateral thermal

resistance can be written as:

RTSV cell,cal,L = RTSV cell,Lθ (3.10)

where θ, the modification factor, can be written as a linear function of the ratio of TSV

space to TSV radius (P ).

θ = β1P + β2 (3.11)

Currently, detailed numerical analysis using COMSOL or measurements on some

specially design chips will still be required to obtain the two fitting parameters β1 and β2

in the calibration formula.

But our experiments show that the calibration formula does not need to be re-

calibrated again if the TSV structure is similar and the liner thickness is within a range as

already shown by Fig. 3.11. Only if material changes, the model need to be re-calibrated.

But more research to find the closed form expressions for β1 and β2 in terms of TSV structure

and material parameters will be still interesting and this can be future investigation.

We remark in our proposed model in (3.9), the lateral thermal resistance RTSV cell,L =

RTSV,L//RSi,L has two components, the resistance from TSV itself RTSV,L and the resis-

tance from the two side silicon regions: RSi,L. The space between TSV here is also the

half width of the two side silicon region orthogonal to the heat flow direction as shown in

Fig. 3.1. As a result, with larger distance, or larger P , the smaller the resistance of the side
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silicon will be as shown in (3.8). The total lateral resistance RTSV cell,L hence will go down

with the increasing distance as shown Fig. 3.11.

But according to (3.10), the modification of RTSV cell,cal,L will grow as P increase.

However, this is not the case practically. If we have TSVs which are far away, then the

resistance of the side silicon will dominate the total lateral resistance as we can see. The

resistance contribution of the TSV itself becomes less significant and less relevant. From

practical point of a view, this will not happen. First, such TSV with very long side silicon

region will not exist in the finite difference analysis as such TSV will be decomposed into

several smaller grids or cells. The grid with TSVs will have small TSV distance, thus small

P . As a result, a TSV, which is far away from other TSVs, essentially corresponds to

condition for a small or zero-valued width d of the side silicon region and P = 0. The

meaningful values for P and thus width of the side silicon region d are typically small for

the practical finite difference analysis framework.

Although the thickness of the insulation layer affects the model accuracy, its in-

fluence is limited to 2% to 10% of the TSV radius, the range of practical thickness of the

insulation layer [18, 82]. Thus, (3.6) is valid since our assumptions for deriving it are not

violated for the practical thickness of the insulation layer within this range. Experimental

results will show that the calculated thermal resistance error of the TSV cell due to the

variation of the insulation layer thickness in this range is acceptable and does not need

further calibration.

TSV arrays of any dimension could be constructed by extending the fundamental

TSV cells periodically in lateral directions. Hence, having established the lateral thermal
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model of each fundamental TSV cell, and assuming a TSV array has M TSVs in L direction

and N TSVs in the direction that is perpendicular to it, the lateral thermal resistance in L

direction could be calculated by using parallel and serial connection theory as

RTSV array,L = RTSV cell,cal,L
M

N
(3.12)

Thus, once the lateral resistance of each TSV is calculated, estimating the lateral resistance

of any TSV array is straightforward.

We expect that the proposed closed form model is a compact and robust one, the

calibrated parameter β1 and β2 in (3.11) applies to TSV of any arbitrary radius in the

silicon layer with different thickness. We will testify this in our experiments.

3.3 Compact thermal model with closed form lateral thermal

resistance

By now, we have presented our proposed method of using closed form expression

to calculate the thermal resistance of TSV and TSV arrays in lateral direction, which could

be used to calculate the total lateral thermal resistance of a silicon structure with TSV

array in it as

Rtot,L = RTSV array,L + RSi,L (3.13)

in which RTSV array,L is the lateral thermal resistance contributed by the TSV array, and

RSi,L is the lateral thermal resistance of the bulk silicon area with no TSVs and could be

easily calculated by using

RSi,L = ρSi
Lσ

Aσ
(3.14)
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in which Lσ is the length of the silicon in the direction of the heat flow, and Aσ is the cross

area perpendicular the direction of the heat flow. In vertical direction, the calculation of

thermal resistance including the TSV and TSV arrays is more straightforward, which has

already been discussed in many previous works like [16, 18]. Using these approaches, the

thermal resistance in vertical direction that considers the copper core and insulation liner

in TSV array could be expressed as

RV = Rcu,V //Rins,V //RSi,V (3.15)

in which Rcu,V represents the thermal resistance of the copper core of the TSV array, Rins,V

represents the vertical thermal resistance of the insulation liner of the TSV array, and RSi,V

represents the portion of the vertical thermal resistance from the remaining silicon bulk.

Using the material and geometry parameters defined in Section 3.2, assuming the TSV

array is M ×N (M TSVs in x direction and N TSVs in y direction) and the chip area that

contains the TSV array is S, the vertical thermal resistance due to copper core Rcu,V of the

TSV array can be calculated as

Rcu,V = ρcu
h

πr2(1 − α)2MN
(3.16)

and the Rins,V is

Rins,V = ρins
h

πr2(1 − (1 − α)2)MN
(3.17)

and the vertical thermal resistance due to the remaining bulk silicon RSi,V is

RSi,V = ρSi
h

S − πr2MN
(3.18)

Similarly, using the definition of thermal capacitance in [85], the thermal capaci-

tance of the chip area that contains the TSV array could be expressed as an added summa-
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tion of thermal capacitance contributed by different structures formed by different materials

as

Cp = cp,cuh(πr2(1 − α)2MN)

+ cp,insh(πr2(1 − (1 − α)2)MN

+ cp,Sih(S − πr2MN)

(3.19)

In which cp,cu is the specific heat of the copper core in the TSV array, and cp,ins is the

specific heat of the insulation liner, and cp,Si is the specific heat of the bulk silicon.

Hence, in the Cartesian coordinate, using Rx+,Rx−,Ry+,Ry− to denote the thermal

resistance in lateral direction, and Rz+, Rz− to denote the thermal resistance in vertical

direction, the complete compact model of a silicon structure that contains the TSV array,

like the structure in Fig. 3.6 (a), can be represented by complete thermal model shown

in Fig. 3.6 (b). In this model, the lateral thermal resistance contributed by TSV arrays

are considered using (3.12) and (3.13). For example, in x+ direction, the lateral thermal

resistance Rx+ could be conveniently calculated as

Rx+ = RTSV array,x+ + RSi,x+ (3.20)

in which RTSV array,x+ represents the lateral thermal resistance across the TSV array in x+

direction and could be calculated using (3.12); RSi,x+ represents the total lateral thermal

resistance of the remaining silicon bulk region that is equivalent to serial connection with

the TSV array in x+ direction. Therefore, in (2.3), we have Gx+ = 1
Rx+

in x+ direction,

and Gx− = 1
Rx−

, Gy+ = 1
Ry+

, Gy− = 1
Ry−

, Gz+ = 1
Rz+

, Gz− = 1
Rz−

in all other directions,

and the lateral thermal resistance in these direction could be obtained in similar way as

that of Rx+.
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We remark that we distinguish the lateral resistance in two x and two y directions

(for instance x+ and x− directions for x). Such anisotropic effect in the x and y directions

actually comes from the observation that thermal behavior of TSV will affect each other

when they are placed in an array or a farm form as we showed in the chapter. For instance,

for a finite difference grid n, in its x+ direction, it has TSV arrays adjacent to it, but in its

x− direction, it has no TSV arrays adjacent to it. In this case, the lateral thermal resistance

would be different in x+ direction and x− direction.

Since the closed form expression of the lateral thermal resistance of the TSV array

is used in the thermal modeling, the accuracy improvement in lateral direction is achieved

without increasing computation cost. The final lumped thermal model is now shown in Fig.

3.6 (b), which can be easily used by the finite difference method as one finite difference

grid that contains one TSV or more TSVs. Such compact models will allow more efficient

finite difference analysis without significant loss of temperature accuracy at both vertical

and lateral directions for a 3D ICs.

For practical TSV with bonding technology, a thermal TSV, fabricated by 3D tech-

nology may span through several layers. For instance, a typical three-layer TSV structure

and the corresponding thermal model (just the x and z directions and thermal capacitance

is not shown here) is shown in Fig. 3.7. This TSV spans through three layers describing

the silicon substrate (Si), the inter layer dielectric (ILD) and metal interconnects (i.e. the

back end of line or BEOL), and the bonding layer, respectively [18]. Our proposed lateral

thermal model is fully compatible with the existing layer by layer thermal modeling ap-

proach by just replacing the lateral thermal resistance computed in the silicon layer using
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(a) Silicon structure containing TSV array (A 2-

by-2 TSV array)

Ry+

Ry-
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Cp

(b) The complete compact thermal model of the

silicon structure with TSVs

Figure 3.6: Silicon structure containing TSV array and its compact thermal model consid-
ering thermal resistance of TSVs in 3D Cartesian coordinate
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the proposed method. For layers like ILD and bonding layer that primarily use insulation

materials, traditional thermal modeling techniques that do not consider lateral thermal re-

sistance could still be applied, since the lateral thermal resistance in these layers is orders

of magnitude higher than that in the vertical direction of TSVs.

We also remark that the TSVs shown in Fig. 3.7 are actually close to via-last

TSVs. This work focuses on modeling the behavior of general TSVs and it can be applied

to TSVs built before transistors (via first) or after the transistors (via-last). Also, inside

silicon layer, both via-first and via-last TSVs have the same structure - copper core and

insulation liner. Our work focuses on how to develop a compact lateral thermal resistance

model for such a structure. We target at general TSVs, no matter they are via-first or

via-last. The two types of TSVs may have differences in vertical ILD layers. As discussed

already, we do not need to apply lateral thermal resistance model in ILD layer. Instead, the

traditional vertical-only TSV thermal models should work in this case for the TSV portion

in the ILD layers.

3.4 Numerical Results and Discussion

Experiments are performed using COMSOL 4.1 software on a Linux server with

1.6GHz quad-core CPU and 16GB memory and the results are compared against our pro-

posed model.
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Figure 3.7: Extending the proposed lateral model into more complicated TSV structures

3.4.1 Experimental results of a TSV cell

Experimental setup

To measure the lateral thermal resistance using COMSOL, we define a structure

as shown in Fig. 3.8. A power source of 10−4W is on the front face (top) of the structure

and the convection surface with heat exchanging rate of 1000W/(m2K) is on the back face

(bottom). The back face is the only face that exchanges heat with the surroundings. All

the other faces (left and right faces) have no heat exchange with the environment, and thus

the lateral thermal resistance RTherm,L of the entire structure in the direction of thermal

flow can be measured by:

RTherm,L =
∆T

q
(3.21)
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where ∆T is the temperature difference across the structure (from the front face to the back

face), and q is the corresponding power flow.

The structure can be divided into 3 blocks where block1 and block3 are the silicon

blocks, and block2 is the TSV cell block sandwiched between block1 and block3 as shown

in Fig. 3.8. The figure also shows the isothermal curves from COMSOL simulation where

the direction of thermal flow is represented by short arrows perpendicular to the isothermal

curves. It can be seen that the isothermal curves are bent close to the location of TSV and

the majority of the isothermal curves are at the location of the TSV overlapping with the

insulation layer. This shows that most of the heat flow is perpendicular to the insulation

layer which is in line with the assumptions made in the Section 3.2. In our experiments,

the radius of the TSV (from the center to the outer interface between silicon and insulator)

is fixed at r = 25um and the height of the structure is fixed at h = 50um. The thickness of

the insulation layer varies from 0.5um to 2.5um. The width of the silicon region, denoted by

rP (r is the TSV radius, P is the ratio of TSV space to TSV radius) in Fig. 3.8, varies from

2 to 6 times the TSV radius. Physically, the value of P represents the space between the

TSVs in a TSV array built with this TSV cell. We study how the variation of P influences

the accuracy of the proposed model for a TSV cell.

The lateral thermal resistance of the TSV cell can be measured as:

RTSV cell,M,L =
∆T

q
− RSerSi (3.22)

where RTSV cell,M,L is the measured lateral thermal resistance of the TSV cell, and RSerSi is

the lateral thermal resistance of the silicon region in the thermal flow direction. This thermal

resistance is in series with the thermal resistance of the TSV cell. Here, RSerSi = 2ρSi/W
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represents the series connection of the two silicon blocks where the thermal resistance of

each one is denoted as ρSi/W . W is the width of the blocks in the thermal flow direction

and this is shown in Fig. 3.8. In the following subsection, the calculated lateral thermal

resistance is compared against the measured data based on FEM results to validate the

proposed closed form thermal resistance model.

Isothermal curve

Boundary source

Convective surface

Block1

Block2(TSV cell)

Block3

W

rP/2rP/2

Figure 3.8: Isothermal curve of the TSV cell under test

Result analysis and discussion

We first simulate the steady state temperature response of the structure using

COMSOL. The lateral thermal resistance can be measured using equation (3.22). The

modeled lateral thermal resistance before calibration can be calculated directly based on

the material and geometry of the structure using equation (3.9). To determine the coefficient

of the calibration factor (β1 and β2), we need to use the measured thermal resistance data of
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at least two TSV cells with different P . The values of P we choose for model calibration are

P1 = 2 and P2 = 6. To reduce the calibration error under different values of insulation layer

thickness ranging from 0.5um to 2.5um, we choose the measured data of the structure with

insulation layer thickness as 1.5um, which is in the middle of the range: 0.5um to 2.5um.

Thus, the calculated coefficients of the linear function θ is computed as: β1 = 0.0279,

β2 = 0.956.
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Figure 3.9: The measured data used for calibration (the TSV with the insulation linear to
be 1.5um vs the proposed model before and after calibration

In both Fig. 3.11 (a) and (b), the solid line shows measured lateral thermal resis-

tance, the finer dash line shows the calculated result from the model before calibration, and

the bond dash line shows the calculated result from the calibrated model. Our observations

are as follows:

1. The model before calibration deviates from the measured data because of the modified

isothermal lines introduced by the presence of TSVs.
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Figure 3.10: Error of the proposed model (before calibration and after calibration) for the
TSV with the insulation linear thickness to be 1.5um

2. Model calibration significantly increases the accuracy of the modeled thermal resis-

tance in the targeted range of TSV space.

3. Both the thickness of the insulator liner and the space between TSVs influence the

lateral thermal resistance. Thicker the insulator liner leads to higher lateral thermal

resistance in general, and larger space between TSVs causes lower lateral thermal

resistance.

The relative model error with different TSV space and different insulation liner

thickness is shown in Fig. 3.12. It indicates that without calibration, the error keeps

increasing as the space between the TSVs increases. After applying the calibration, the

model error reduces significantly and the smallest error is found for the structure that has

insulation layer thickness of 1.5um. This is because the calibration is directly applied to

the measured data of this type of structure.
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(a) thickness of the insulation layer is 2.5um
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(b) thickness of the insulation layer is 0.5um

Figure 3.11: Comparison of the proposed model and the measured data in different insula-
tion thickness
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Figure 3.12: Error of the proposed model (before calibration and after calibration)
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For structures with different insulation layer thickness on TSVs, the error increases

and the maximum error is found to be 2% to 3%, which is an acceptable error margin. This

result confirms that variations in the insulation layer thickness of TSVs (of 2% to 10% of

TSV radius) does not bring in significant error to the model. Thus, it is not necessary to

calibrate the model for various value of this parameter in most practical cases. Hence, once

the lateral thermal resistance model of a TSV cell is calibrated with different P , it can be

reused to build the model for any TSV array.

In addition, we remark that the existing lumped modeling approach presented

in [18] does not consider the space between two TSVs and thus the model accuracy com-

promises under the cases when the space between two TSV changes. Fig.3.13 shows a

comparison of the proposed modeling method with the existing lumped modeling method,

which clear illustrates this problem.

3.4.2 Experimental results for TSV arrays

Experimental setup

Having validated the lateral thermal resistance model for a TSV cell in the previous

section, we now compute the lateral thermal resistance in the thermal flow direction of a

TSV array. For this purpose, we consider two examples: a 1D TSV array and a 2D TSV

array as shown in Fig. 3.14 and compare the measured lateral thermal resistance against

the modeled value for both the arrays. The heat source and the convection boundary is

set up in the same way as before: 10−4W at the front face and 1000W/(m2K) at the back
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of the proposed modeling method with the existing lumped mod-
eling method

face. COMSOL 4.1 is used to simulate the temperature profile of the TSV array and that

is compared against the lateral thermal resistance modeled by (3.22).

Result analysis and discussion

The results for the TSV array are obtained for a TSV radius of r = 25um, insula-

tion layer thickness of δ = 2.5um (10% of the TSV radius) and a block height of h = 50um.

The results for the 1D and 2D arrays are summarized in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 respec-

tively. The lateral thermal resistance is measured under different scenarios by varying the

space between TSVs from 50um to 150um. This corresponds to the ratio of TSV space to

radius (denoted as P ) of 2 to 6.

For the 1D TSV array shown in Fig. 3.14 (a), Table 3.1 shows the measured

lateral thermal resistance. The lateral thermal resistance is modeled using equation (3.22)
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Figure 3.14: TSV array structures used for lateral thermal resistance validation
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with RSi,L = 2ρSi/W , where W is the width of the TSV array as indicated in Fig. 3.14

(a). Since the TSV array is a parallel combination of 3 TSV cells, the modeled lateral

thermal resistance for this array can be calculated as: RTSV cell,cal,L/3 where RTSV cell,cal,L

is calculated using equation (3.10). The results in Table 3.1 show that the modeled thermal

resistance closely matches the measured data for the 1D TSV array.

Table 3.1: Comparison of modeled and measured lateral thermal resistance of 1D TSV array

P Measured(K/J) Modeled(K/J) Error

2 37.30 36.87 1.15%
4 20.96 20.66 1.43%
6 14.91 14.66 1.68%

Table 3.2 shows the measured total lateral thermal resistance of the 2D array as

indicated by the enclosed region in Fig. 3.14 (b). The lateral thermal resistance is modeled

using equation (3.22) where RSi,L = 4ρSi/W and W is the width of the TSV array as

indicated in Fig. 3.14. The space between the two 1D TSV arrays in Fig. 3.14 lines up with

the direction of the thermal flow and it does not influence the lateral thermal resistance

because it does not change the lateral isothermal lines that are perpendicular to the thermal

flow. Hence, the modeled resistance for the 2D array is 2RTSV cell,cal,L/3, as it is a series

combination of two 1D arrays shown in Fig. 3.14 (a). The results show that the modeled

thermal resistance closely matches the measured data for the 2D TSV array as well.

Table 3.2: Comparison of modeled and measured lateral thermal resistance of the 2D TSV
array

P Measured(K/J) Modeled(K/J) Error

2 74.62 73.74 1.18%
4 41.35 41.32 0.07%
6 28.81 29.32 1.68%
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As mentioned before, we expected that our proposed model is applicable to TSV

of any arbitrary radius in silicon layer of different thickness. To test this, we perform the

following changes to the array structure in Fig. 3.14.

1. Change the radius of TSV (r) to 10 um, and the thickness of the insulation liner (δ)

to 1 um.

2. Change the thickness of silicon layer (h) to 10um, and keep the ratio of TSV space to

TSV radius to be 3, 4, and 5 (set the space between 2 adjacent TSVs to be 30 um, 40

um 50 um) respectively.

We repeat the experiment to measure the lateral thermal resistance contributed by the 2D

TSV array, and compare the data with the calculated model. In the procedure of calculating

the modeled lateral thermal resistance, we use the same calibration parameter β1 and β2

obtained from our previous experiments to test their validity in a new structure. The result

summarized in Table 3.3 confirms that the calculated thermal resistance closely matches

its measured counterpart obtained from fine finite element simulation, which indicates the

robustness of our proposed closed form model.

Table 3.3: Comparison of modeled and measured lateral thermal resistance of the modified
2D TSV array

P Measured(K/J) Modeled(K/J) Error

3 269.1 261.7 2.75%
4 207.72 205.20 1.2%
5 168.94 170.30 0.8%
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3.4.3 Experimental results of finite difference simulation

Finally, we demonstrate how the proposed model be used in finite difference ther-

mal modeling method to improve modeling accuracy without incurring computation cost.

As explained before, fine mesh grid modeling method is impractical for the thermal mod-

eling of large scale TSV arrays. However, to demonstrate the accuracy improvement of

our proposed method, it is very necessary to have golden results to compare with. In our

experiment, we use COMSOL to build a scaled down chip structure with reduced number

of TSV structures on it so that the fine grid finite element simulation tool could handle it

and produce the thermal data that we could compare with. In this section, we use COM-

SOL to simulate two-layer stack structures connected by TSV arrays with different array

dimensions.

Temperature responses of a 4×8 TSV array

The first structure used for temperature response test is shown in Fig. 3.15,

which represents part of a 3-D stacked chip structure that could be built and simulated

by COMSOL without incurring memory issue. Both the lateral dimensions of Si layer and

the Al layer are 200 um by 500 um, and the thickness of Si layer is 10 um, while the

thickness of Al layer is 20 um. The two layers are connected by a TSV array consists of 32

TSVs (4×8 array) in total as shown in Fig. 3.15. The radius of each TSV is 10 um, the

insulation liner thickness is 1 um, and the space between two adjacent TSVs is 30 um. The

convective coefficient of the top surface of the Al layer is set to be 10000 W/(m2K) and

50000 W/(m2K) as shown in Fig. 3.15 to model the different convective cooling effects at
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different location of the chip package. We assume that the majority of the power sources

should be located outside the TSV area, while inside the TSV area, the power density is

relatively lower, creating energy flow in lateral direction that will be manifested by the

lateral thermal resistance across the TSV arrays. In our setup, the step power sources of

3e6 W/m2 are placed at the bottom of the silicon layer where there is no TSV arrays, and

1e6 W/m2 power sources are placed at the area inside the TSV array as shown in Fig.

3.15. In this way, we could testify the lateral thermal effect of the TSV arrays in 3D finite

difference simulation using this reduced structure.

Si layer

Al layer (convective surface on top)

Power source
Low High

50000W/(m 2K)

10000W/(m 2K)

Figure 3.15: Two layer chip structure with 4×8 TSV array and the temperature distribution
simulated by COMSOL

In this experiment, we compare the simulated temperature response from COM-

SOL with the one predicted by our proposed model, and we also compare the results from

our proposed model against the existing one in [18]. In the finite difference method, coarse

mesh grids are used to enable fast simulations, the bottom view of the 2 by 5 mesh grid

is shown in Fig. 3.16. We remark that fine grid simulation could capture every details
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of the temperature gradient in the structure, however, the coarse grid method could only

capture the average temperature of one mesh grid that has no TSVs in it, and capture the

average temperature of TSV cores for the grid with TSVs located inside. Normally, we are

concerned with predicting the temperature of the locations where no TSVs present, because

these are the locations where the temperature tends to exceed the alarming rate due to the

less effective heat removal in these areas. Thus, we compare the temperature responses of

the silicon mesh grid.

The transient step temperature responses of one silicon mesh grid from different

methods are plotted in Fig. 3.17. Clearly, we could see that the proposed model yield more

accurate results because of its more accurate lateral thermal resistance model. The existing

model does not consider the space between TSVs and thus overestimates the lateral thermal

blockage effect, leading to 3.08 Celsius higher temperature prediction, while the proposed

approach leads to only 0.6 Celsius deviation above the COMSOL simulation results.

high power low power

Figure 3.16: 2D bottom View of the 2 × 5 meshed chip and its power source configuration
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Figure 3.17: Transient temperature responses of the two layer structure with 4×8 TSV
array

To clarify the application scope of the proposed modeling method, we remark that

the lateral thermal flow is important to manifest the effect of the lateral thermal resistance.

If the lateral thermal flow is not significant, the effect of lateral thermal resistance will be

reduced, and the proposed model will have limited accuracy gain in this case. To proof

this, we reconfigure the power density, by swapping one high power source (3e6 W/m2)

on the silicon grid with its adjacent low power source (1e6 W/m2) on a TSV grid. In

this way, the majority of the heat generated by the high power source inside the TSV grid

will flow vertically, because much less lateral thermal gradient is created under this power

source configuration. Fig. 3.18 shows the comparison between the existing method and the

proposed method for the temperature of the TSV grid that has high power source, which

confirms that the proposed method does not have much accuracy gains in cases like this.

However, normally, the transistor devices needs to be placed away from TSVs for

reliability concerns, and thus, the power in the array of TSV array should be lower, in
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Figure 3.18: Transient temperature responses of TSV grid in the two layer structure with
4×8 TSV array under reconfigured power sources

which case large lateral thermal gradient would be formed, and the proposed model needs

to be used. In some application cases, such as representing the TSV arrays for wide I/O

memory in 3D ICs, it is reasonable to assume that heat sources locate at the boundary of

the TSV array, but not inside the array because the power of wide I/O memory is orders of

magnitude lower than that of the arithmetic processor. And this is also the case when the

lateral heat flow across the TSV array is maximized, and thus the influence of the lateral

thermal resistance across the TSV arrays need to be carefully modeled. To represent this

case, we reuse this structure with 4×8 TSV array, and place 5 × 106W/m2 power sources

at the bottom of the silicon area where there is no TSV arrays, while inside the silicon area

of TSV arrays, the source is set to be 0 W/m2. In this case, the transient step temperature

responses of one silicon mesh grid from different methods are plotted in Fig. 3.19. The

existing model leads to 4.11 Celsius higher temperature prediction comparing with the

COMSOL simulation results, which clearly demonstrates increased error (comparing with
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error of 3.08 Celsius in the previous test case) because the accuracy of the lateral thermal

resistance of the TSV array displays more significant effect due to the increased lateral

thermal flow in this configuration, while the error of the proposed approach is just 0.44

Celsius.
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Figure 3.19: Transient temperature responses of the two layer structure with 4×8 TSV
array representing wide I/O memory

In both examples, the modeling and simulation time ( using 120 time steps) of the

proposed compact model is only 0.79 seconds, while the COMSOL simulation takes 2468

seconds, which is more than 3000 times longer, and thus unaffordable if simulating even

larger structures. Hence, building compact model using accurate closed form lateral TSV

model is very important to capture the thermal response of 3D chip with large numbers of

TSVs.
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Temperature responses of a 4×10 TSV array

We remark that the small difference between the existing model and the proposed

model on a reduced dimension structure may accumulate to more significant temperature

differences in larger structure with much larger scale of TSVs and TSV arrays, which could

not be built and simulated by fine grid simulation tools like COMSOL. However, to demon-

strate this trend, we build a larger structure with 4×10 TSV arrays to show how the lateral

thermal effect would be accumulated over the distances, and lead to increased temperature

error if not properly considered. The structure built in COMSOL with 4×10 TSV array is

shown in Fig. 3.20, in which the dimension of TSVs are still the same, the dimension of

both Si layer and Al layer is 20um × 60um × 10um to cover the 4×10 TSV arrays.

50000W/(m 2K)

10000W/(m 2K)

Al layer (convective surface on top)

Si layer

Power source

Low High

Figure 3.20: Two layer chip structure with 4×10 TSV array and the temperature distribu-
tion simulated by COMSOL

We assume that the TSV array represents low power wide I/O memory as it is the

case when modeling lateral thermal resistance is more demanding. Like in the previous test

case of wide I/O memory, we place 5× 106w/m2 sources at the bottom silicon layer outside

of the area covered by TSV array.
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Figure 3.21: Transient temperature responses of the two layer structure with 4×10 TSV
array representing wide I/O memory

The simulated temperature response is shown in Fig. 3.21. The result using the

existing model shows 4.75 Celsius differences away from the COMSOL simulation, which is

about 0.64 Celsius error increment comparing with the wide I/O memory testing case with

4 × 8 TSV arrays (4.11 Celsius error) in the previous sub-section, while the result using

proposed model shows only 0.66 Celsius deviation away from the COMSOL simulation.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a simple yet accurate physics-based compact

thermal resistance model for lateral TSV thermal resistance. Our research shows that

lateral TSV thermal resistance model is not only a function of the geometry of the TSV

such as radius and thickness of liner, but also strongly depends on the space between TSVs

because of changes in the isothermal curves when TSVs are placed at different locations
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with respect to each other. With the new lateral TSV thermal resistance model, one can

build more compact grids for finite difference analysis that considers the effect of TSVs.

The compact models can be also used for chip level thermal analysis and optimization.

Experimental results show that the proposed TSV model, which is a function of the TSV

geometry and space between TSVs, can lead to very small errors compared to the detailed

numerical analysis, and thus improve the accuracy of finite difference thermal simulation.
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Chapter 4

Subspace-based Compact

Nonlinear Thermal Modeling of

Packaged Integrated Systems

In this chapter, a new behavioral thermal modeling technique for high-performance

microprocessors at package level is proposed. Firstly, the new approach applies the subspace

identification method, which is reviewed in section 2.2 of Chapter 2, with the consideration

of practical power maps with correlated power signals. We show that the input power signal

needs to meet an independence requirement to ensure the model predictability and propose

an iterative process to build the models with given error bounds. Secondly, we show that

thermal systems fundamentally are nonlinear and then propose a piecewise linear (PWL)

scheme to deal with nonlinear effects. The new piecewise linear models can model thermal

behaviors over wide temperature ranges or over different thermal boundary convective con-
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ditions due to different fan speeds. Further, the PWL modeling technique can lead to much

smaller model order without accuracy loss, which translates to significant savings in both

the simulation time and the time required to identify the reduced models compared to the

simple modeling method by using the high order models.

Experimental results validate the proposed method on a realistic packaged inte-

grated system modeled by the multi-domain/physics commercial tool, COMSOL, under

practical power signal inputs. The new piecewise linear models can model thermal behav-

ioral over wide temperature ranges and different thermal boundary convective conditions

due to different fan speeds. Further, the PWL modeling technique can lead to much smaller

model order without accuracy loss, which translates to significant simulation time reduction

and about 10X less time to identify the reduced models compared to the simple modeling

method by using the high order models in our examples.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 presents the thermal modeling

problem we are trying to solve. Section 4.2 presents the new power-map based thermal mod-

eling technique. Section 4.3 gives the new nonlinear thermal modeling technique. Finally,

section 4.4 presents the experimental results of both ThermSubCP and ThermSubPWL,

with section 4.5 concluding the chapter.

4.1 Thermal modeling problem considering power maps

We first present how the power inputs are modeled in our problem. A micropro-

cessor chip is partitioned into p = n×m power grids as shown in Fig. 4.1, where each square

power grid has a power source as an input and the measured temperatures at its adjacent 4
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corners as outputs. We can abstract this power grid model into a discrete multi-input and

multi-output (MIMO) system with p = n × m power inputs and q temperature outputs as

shown in Fig. 4.2. The n×m power input distribution at one time instance is defined as a

power map, which can be measured or obtained by simulations or other methods practically.

Power grids Temperature points

Heat spreader

Die (nxm sections)

Substrate

Figure 4.1: Meshed chip and package

In general, the abstracted p-input and q-output thermal system could be repre-

sented as

x(t + 1) = F (x(t), u(t)),

y(t) = G(x(t), u(t)), (4.1)

where F (x) and G(x) both are nonlinear vector functions of state variable vector x(t) and

input signal vector u(t). In our problem, the input vectors u(t) ∈ R
p are the measured

power input traces and output vectors y(t) ∈ R
q1 are the temperature responses.
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Existing approaches typically assume that thermal system in Fig. 4.1 is linear. As

a result, (4.1) can be rewritten as the standard linear state transition form:

x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), (4.2)

where A ∈ R
l×l is a stable matrix, l is the number of states. B ∈ R

l×p, C ∈ R
q×l, and

D ∈ R
q×p. With p inputs u(ti) and q outputs y(ti) where i = 1, 2, . . . , s, the problem now

becomes finding state matrices A, B, C, and D, where D is typically considered as a matrix

of zeros. x(t) are the Kalman state vector and it does not have different physical meaning.

P(t) [Watts]

 t [sec]

Thermal
System

TemperaturePower

P1
P2

Pp

T1
T2

Tq

Figure 4.2: The abstracted model system and correlated power inputs

Also, the n×m power inputs may be highly correlated as mentioned before. In an

extreme case, all the power input waveforms are exactly the same and they are only different

in magnitude. Fig. 4.2 (top) shows a typical power input waveforms. Their spatial difference

in magnitude essentially is described by the power map of the chips. The magnitude (power

map) distribution can be defined by a function and applied in a practical setting to an
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artificial testing package (called testing vehicle). Such magnitude distribution is called

power map configuration in this chapter.

Such highly correlated power inputs, however, will lead to poor predictability when

using the subspace identification method [41, 73]. Fig. 4.3 shows the waveforms produced

by the model identified with highly correlated power inputs (one power map configura-

tion), where the results from model and from original temperature does not match well. To

overcome this problem, subspace identification procedure using multiple power map config-

urations is proposed to identify the thermal package model [38], and it works well when the

system is linear and can be described by (4.2).
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Figure 4.3: Transient temperature response of the system identified with one highly corre-
lated power inputs

The second issue we are facing is that thermal behavior of packaged electronic

systems will show weakly nonlinear effects due to the temperature-dependent properties

of the packaging materials [86]. Fig. 4.4 shows the temperature dependence of thermal
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conductivity of Si and Cu. Fig. 4.5 shows if we excite a chip package system shown in

Fig. 4.1 with a sinusoid power input, we can clearly observe the harmonic components in the

discrete Fourier transform of the transient temperature response, which evidently indicates

the nonlinearity of the underlying thermal system although the nonlinear components are

mild and weak. Such mild nonlinear behaviors, however, can still lead to significant loss

of accuracy as shown in Fig. 4.6 if typical low order is used. In addition, the potential

change of external cooling condition need to be modeled as variable thermal resistance, and

its variation possibly could lead to even stronger nonlinearity, making pure linear modeling

approach more difficult.
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Figure 4.4: Temperature dependence of the thermal conductance (a) Silicon (b) Copper

To mitigate this problem, we propose to use linear models to represent the thermal

behavior of the packaged electronic systems under different ranges of thermal conditions

(piecewise linear model approach). As a result, significant accuracy improvement is achieved
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by using just low order models that would significantly save the computation cost and

facilitate fast thermal analysis.
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Figure 4.5: Frequency domain response of the thermal system under sinusoid input with
frequency of 0.5HZ (a) baseband spectral (b) 1st order harmonics (c) 2nd order harmonics
(d) 3rd order harmonics
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Figure 4.6: Accuracy loss of the temperature response of the identified 4-th order linear
model

4.2 Power map based thermal modeling method for corre-

lated power inputs

4.2.1 Spatial rank requirement

In general, the persistently exciting, or PE condition can be easily satisfied for

a MIMO dynamic system when all the transient input signals are uncorrelated spatially.

However, if those signals are highly correlated spatially as in the case of power maps obtained

from the measurement, the PE condition may not be easily satisfied, which leads to poor

predictability of the resulting models as shown in Fig. 4.3.

Consider a 2-input system as an example. We assume that all the inputs have

exactly the same time domain waveform and denote it as f(t). The differences in magnitude

are represented by another spatial function g(x) in 1-D space (x-axis) for simplicity, which
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represents the 1-D power map configuration. The i-th input sample for such 2-input system

is

u(i) =









g(x0)f(ti)

g(x1)f(ti)









. (4.3)

We further define the i-th block row in the input Hankel matrix as

Ui =

2

6

6

4

g(x0)f(ti) g(x0)f(ti+1) · · · g(x0)f(ti+N−1)

g(x1)f(ti) g(x1)f(ti+1) · · · g(x1)f(ti+N−1)

3

7

7

5

. (4.4)

The input Hankel matrix can be expressed as

U0|2k−1 =

























U0

U1

...

U2k−1

























. (4.5)

The persistently exciting condition is satisfied when U0|2k−1 has full row rank, that is

rank(U0|2k−1) = 4k for this 2-input case. However, it is clear that the two rows in Ui

are linearly dependent, which makes rank(U0|2k−1) = 2k and fails to satisfy the persistently

exciting condition.

In order to make the input Hankel matrix U0|2k−1 full row rank, we need to make

the i-th block row Ui full row rank, assuming N ≫ k. For this 2-input example case, we

can achieve this by simply introducing another power map configuration. Now we have two

configurations, g1 and g2. The i-th block row Ui is shown in (4.6), where i < m < i+N −1.

Ui =









g1(x0)f(ti), ..., g1(x0)f(ti+m), g2(x0)f(ti+m+1), .., g2(x0)f(ti+N−1)

g1(x1)f(ti), ..., g1(x1)f(ti+m), g2(x1)f(ti+m+1), .., g2(x1)f(ti+N−1)









(4.6)
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The two dimensional case can be generalized into higher dimensions with gi as a function

of two spatial variables x and y. By calling the row rank of i-th block row Ui the spatial

rank of input signals and assuming we have sufficient samples (N is large enough), we have

the following proposition.

Proposition 1 For p-input MIMO dynamic systems with correlated input signals, the spa-

tial rank of input signal matrix, Ui, must be equal to p to satisfy the persistently exciting

condition in the subspace identification method.

We remark that for real microprocessor with package, we can feed the microprocessors

with different programs, and those programs may generate different power maps to meet

the PE conditions. For thermal characterization based on testing vehicle, we have the

flexibility to generate different power maps on the testing chip. In this case, we propose to

automatically generate multiple independent power map configurations to meet such spatial

rank requirement for input signals of subspace identification method. in the next part, we

show how this can be achieved.

4.2.2 Orthogonal set of power map configurations

In this subsection, we show how to automatically generate independent power map

configurations to meet the PE requirement as mentioned in the previous subsection. This

process is useful since the number of inputs can be large, and it also provides a guideline

for generating practical power maps for the proposed top-down method.

Take the 1-D example again, if x ∈ [0, L], a set of orthogonal functions over the

interval [0, L] can serve as the systematic solution for the independent and robust config-
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urations. By definition of orthogonality, the 1-D orthogonal function set {g1, g2, . . . , gN}

satisfies

∫ L

0
gi(x)gj(x) dx =























0 i 6= j

‖gi(x)‖2 i = j

. (4.7)

Note that one is free to choose any set of orthogonal functions for automatic power map

generation. In this chapter, We arbitrarily choose orthogonal power map configurations

generated by the 2-D function set

gmn(x, y) = sin(mπx/Lx)sin(nπy/Ly), (4.8)

in which m and n are the indices starting from 1; x and y are the position variables; Lx

and Ly are the size of the chip in the direction of x and y axis respectively.

We remark that users may not have the luxury to generate the orthogonal spatial

functions as they are limited by specific functional logics in practical chips or artificial power

patterns in testing chips. The user could use any power map (spatial configurations) as long

as it satisfies the input rank requirement. Nevertheless, the proposed power map generation

method can provide some general guidelines for practical model generations.

4.2.3 Thermal modeling algorithm - ThermSubCP

Now we are ready to introduce our linear thermal modeling algorithm considering

the highly correlated power inputs – ThermSubCP, which stands for Thermal modeling

using the Subspace Identification method for Correlated Power maps.

Once we generate all the independent power map configurations, we need to gener-

ate two transient power sequences – one for model identification and one for validation. For
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each power map configuration, we basically divide the given transient power input waveform

into two parts in this approach. The first part will be used for the model identification and

the second part will be used for the validation. To test the predictability of the models,

we will also add some additional power maps, which are not used in model identification.

For instance, suppose we have a 4-input MIMO system, then we need 4 independent power

maps with transient power inputs denoted as P1, P2, P3, P4. Then we split P1 = [P11, P12]

into two parts in time scale. We do the same thing for the other 3 power inputs. Then

the identification sequence will be [P11, P21, P31, P41], while the validation sequence will be

[P12, P22, P32, P42, Pa1, Pa2], where Pa1, Pa2 are the additional power inputs in power maps

not used for identification.

ThermSubCP method also tries to automatically select the proper order of the

models to satisfy the given error bounds by gradually increasing the order of the models

until the accuracy in the validation phase is met. In our implementation, we use the

maximum of the mean errors over all the transient responses for all the outputs as the error

criteria. The proposed ThermSubCP flow is presented in Fig. 4.7.

Algorithm: ThermSubCP

Input: p power map configurations (power inputs and output responses)
Output: thermal model with proper order to meet the error bound

1. Start with order one and use the p model identification configura-
tions to generate thermal models.

2. Use the validation configurations to generate the output of the sub-
space model.

3. Compute the average error for each output.

4. If the error criteria is not satisfied, increase the model order and
goto step 1. Otherwise, return the models obtained so far and stop.

Figure 4.7: The new ThermSubCP algorithm
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4.3 Piecewise linear thermal modeling approach – ThermSub-

PWL

The second issue we try to mitigate for thermal modeling is to deal with non-

linear effects of packaged microprocessor thermal systems. In this section, we present the

new nonlinear thermal modeling technique, ThermSubPWL, on top of the linear modeling

techniques we have discussed.

4.3.1 Local models for partitioned linear ranges

As shown in Fig. 4.5, thermal systems for packaged microprocessors show weakly

nonlinearity, which may come from temperature dependent material properties, as well as

different thermal boundary conditions such as variant convective coefficients for heat sinks

cooled by fans with different speeds. Practically, we may have to build thermal models for

different temperature ranges and boundary conditions, which is very important modeling

objective for many thermal component modeling problems [26,27]. In this case, the thermal

systems become naturally nonlinear as the temperature dependent material properties will

lead to variable thermal system matrices, and the variant boundary conditions will lead to

variable thermal resistances to the ambient for the thermal circuits.

If we still use the linear models to characterize the system, we observed that we

have to use higher order to get good approximation since the nonlinearity is mild in many

cases. Of course, such approximate models will not show any nonlinear effects, but they

will use more poles or states to emulate the effects of nonlinearity on thermal responses of

those systems. So we will end up with much higher orders for the thermal models even for
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linear approximation, which will hurt the performance of the thermal analysis. In addition,

such analysis also loses the nonlinear effects of the original systems.

To mitigate this problem and reduce the model order and modeling errors, we

propose to partition the temperature range or each fixed boundary conditions into a number

of sub-ranges and then we build the state space linear models for each sub-ranges by the

ThermSubCP method, and these local models are then used to build piecewise linear thermal

model for the whole thermal system.

In the following, we build PWL model for different temperature ranges as a driv-

ing example. Similar strategy can be apply to build PWL model for different boundary

conditions, with results shown in the experimental result section.

We notice that one issue with such a piecewise linear thermal modeling scheme

is that temperature is location dependent across a whole package. There may be temper-

ature gradients among different locations. To mitigate this problem, we use the average

temperature of any instance time to guide model switching. The thermal gradients in a

well-designed chip are typically well managed and reduced by the online thermal manage-

ment techniques [30, 53]. Even with some degrees of thermal gradients, the local models

should still be valid as it is a localized model and should be valid for a temperature range

as long as the average temperature is still representative for the overall temperature of the

processor die.

In order to obtain local models for different temperature ranges, we use stair-like

power-temperature training sets to identify these models as Fig. 4.8 shows. For example, the

model Mi is identified during time interval [ti−1, ti+1], which corresponds to the temperature
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range of [Ti−1, Ti+1]. Since model Mi is identified with the temperature data ranging from

[Ti−1, Ti+1], the correct using of the subspace identification method guarantees that the

identified model is valid for this temperature range.

In order to avoid the predictability issue and improve the accuracy of the subspace

identification method, we use independent power map configurations as given by (4.8) to

identify each local model for the corresponding temperature range.

By using the stair-like input-output data, the linear models of the subsystems in

different temperature ranges could be accurately identified via the ThermSubCP method.

Note that, all the pairs of the two adjacent models, like Mi and Mi+1, are identified with

a shared portion of data, which makes both models valid for the same temperature range,

like [Ti, Ti+1] shown in Fig. 4.8. The reason is that the transition from one thermal model

to another thermal model is gradual, and this shared portion can facilitate determination

of model transformation matrices as will be discussed below.

ti-1 ti ti+1 ti+2

Ti
Ti-1

Ti+1

Ti+2

Temp.

time

Mi

Mi+1

Figure 4.8: Identification of linear subsystems for different temperature ranges
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4.3.2 Determination of model transitions

The linear models for each subsystem could not be directly combined to build the

piecewise linear model for the thermal system of the microprocessor package because these

identified models are not built on the same state variable basis. Hence, it is desirable to have

a common state basis for all the local models instead of using different states for different

models. This requires linear transformation to transform all these models onto the same

basis. In [87], the transitions are assumed to be known at each time instance. Assuming

the model transition is abrupt at the transition time instance ti as shown in Fig. 4.9, it

can be proved that the state of model Ma and state of model Mb are differed by a linear

transformation Tba as

xMb
(ti) = TbaxMa(ti), (4.9)

where xMa(ti) is the state of model Ma at the transition time instance ti, and xMb
(ti)

is the state of model Mb at the same transition time. Hence, to determine the linear

transformation matrix Tba, multiple transitions are required to solve the linear equations

(4.10) in the sense of least squares as shown in [87].

[xMb
(t1), xMb

(t2), ..., ] = Tba[xMa(t1), xMa(t2), ..., ]. (4.10)

However, in our thermal system modeling, if we have specific temperature value

for transitions between two models, we have to excite the states of the two models such that

we have many independent states from the two models and transitions happens between the

two models with those states. This will lead to much larger training tasks for the modeling

process.
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Figure 4.9: Abrupt model transition at known time instance
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Figure 4.10: Model transition from Ma to Mb

To mitigate this problem, we propose a transition region concept in this chapter.

We observe that the temperature transition from one model to another model is in general

a gradual process as indicated in the time interval from ti to ti+1 shown in Fig. 4.10, instead

of an abrupt one that happens at a specific time instance. We define a transition region as

shown in Fig. 4.10 in which both local models are valid (in other words, a state of model

Ma will switch to a corresponding state of model Mb at any given time in this region).

As discussed before, the subspace identification method guarantees that any two

adjacent models are valid for a portion of shared data sets from ti to ti+1 (even though in
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the simulation we specify arbitrary Tth to determine the abrupt transition from Ma to Mb

as shown in Fig. 4.10), thus, the relationship of the states for these two models within the

range of the shared data set could be written as (4.11)

xMb
(ti : ti+1) = TbaxMa(ti : ti+1), (4.11)

in which the matlab-like notation xMa(ti : ti+1) represents the states of model Ma during

ti to ti+1, and xMb
(ti : ti+1) represents the states of model Mb during ti to ti+1 as Fig. 4.10

shows.

Hence, in this way, instead of requiring multiple model transitions as in [87], as

long as we have enough independent states in the gradual transition region to make the

state matrix xMa(ti : ti+1) full row rank, we could compute the transformation matrix Tba

by solving (4.11) in a least square sense. By using Tba, we could transform model Mb to

the basis of model Ma through (4.9).

Following this method, we could calculate the transformation matrices between

any two adjacent thermal models using (4.11), and transform the model basis with (4.9).

In this way, it is straightforward to transform all the identified local linear models to the

common basis. We illustrate this by a 3-local system that has model Ma, Mb and Mc. It is

straightforward to transform other model states into common model basis of Ma using

xMb
(ti) = TbaxMa(ti),

xMc(ti) = TcbTbaxMa(ti).

(4.12)

In other words, we can just use the common state xMa as the local model states for all the

local models. With the linear local model built from different temperature range or different

linear ranges onto the same state basis through linear transformations, the piecewise linear
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model could smoothly switch from one model to another, which benefits the simulation

accuracy.

4.4 Numerical results and discussions

The proposed method has been implemented in Matlab. We show results on a

practical package modeled by commercial modeling tool COMSOL V 4.1 [88]. We first use

a linear modeling method, then we employ the proposed piecewise linear method to reduce

the model order and improve the simulation efficiency.

The packaged microprocessor design used in this study is shown in Fig. 4.11, where

the convective boundary on the top of heat sink models the convective cooling from the

fan placed above the processor. The aluminum heat sink is glued to the copper integrated

heat spreader (IHS) that is attached to silicon die through a thin layer of thermal interface

material (TIM). The materials and geometries of the major parts of the package are shown

in Table 4.1, and we partition the die area into 4× 4 power grids as shown in Fig. 4.12, and

each grid represents a different function block.

Table 4.1: Material and geometry of the microprocessor package

Parts Material Dimensions (mm)

Die Silicon 10 × 10 × 0.7
TIM Thermal grease 10 × 10 × 0.2
IHS Copper 31 × 31 × 1.5
Heat sink Aluminium 64 × 64 × 6.3
Substrate FR4 37.5 × 37.5 × 1.3

To model the power consumption of these function blocks, the input power sources

are placed in these power grids and we measure the temperature at the adjacent 4 points of
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each square power grid, and thus we could have 25 observable temperature points starting

from the up left corner of grid P1(1st temperature point) to the down right corner of grid

P16 (25th temperature point) as shown in Fig. 4.12. As a result, we end up with a 16-input

and 25-output thermal system. The convection coefficient is set to 450 (W/(m2 · K)) to

model the convective air cooling effect from the cooling fan on top of the chip package.

To build a more realistic package with right dimension and materials, we applied

COMSOL V4.1 [88] to build the package structures with on-chip power waveforms as inputs.

The time step is set to 0.1 second for the transient simulation, and the thermal response

DieIHS

Substrate

Heat sink

Convective surface

TIM

Figure 4.11: Microprocessor chip package

Figure 4.12: Top view of partitioned die area with power grids and temperature points
(heat sink removed)
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could be obtained by COMSOL V4.1 using the finite element method under the input power

maps we generated. Fig. 4.13 shows the transient power waveform from our industry partner

(The magnitude is determined by the specific power map).

Fig. 4.14 shows the steady state temperature distribution under a given power

input on the constructed package and the chip. The colors in Fig. 4.14 indicate different

temperatures, the red color represents hotter part of the package, in this case, it is at the

center of the die, and the blue part represents the cooler part of the package like heat

spreader. The temperature goes from high to low, and the color turns from red to blue.

At the edge of the die, it is hotter than the heat sink and cooler than the die center, so it

displays orange or yellow.
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Figure 4.13: Transient on-chip power waveform from industry
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Figure 4.14: Steady state temperature distribution simulated by COMSOL 4.1

4.4.1 Multi-configuration model identification and validation for the pack-

age

Using the proposed method in section 4.2.2, 16 orthogonal power map configura-

tions are generated by the 2-D orthogonal sine sets. The system is identified with these 16

input power map configurations, which covers 12800 transient time steps (about 800 time

steps per power map). But we can use less number of time steps per power map. In the

validation phase, in addition to the 16 automatically generated power map configurations,

new configurations from M1 to M4 are introduced and their spatial distributions are defined

in Table 4.2.

A 15th-order thermal model is obtained. The matched time domain response is

shown in Fig. 4.15 (a) and frequency domain response is shown in in Fig. 4.16 for this

15th-order thermal model. The baseline results are obtained by using step power input

with only one port is excited at a time and it can be viewed as the golden of the transfer
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Table 4.2: Additional input power map configurations for validation

(Range of position variables: 0 < x < 4 0 < y < 4)

Configuration Num. Spatial Distribution of the Input

M1 P = P0(cos(
x+y−2

4 ) + xy3

ln(x+2)

+ey+2 + 1
3

√
xyln(4y+x−4)

5x2
√

y+1
√√

xy
)

M2 P = P0(e
−2x−y + x

4 )

M3 P = P0(e
−xy + ln(

√
xy2+1)
x )

M4 P = P0
(x+y+e−x+2+xy3e−x+1)

5y
√

x

function. More detailed description about the baseline model could be found in Chapter

2. From these figures, we can clearly see that the proposed method gives very accurate

thermal models compared to the golden. We could clearly see the filtering effect of the

thermal system, which actually makes good physic sense. The power, analogous to the

electrical current in a resistor, could be changed instantly, while the temperature changes of

the system, analogous to the voltage changes on a cap, usually takes some time to happen

due to the heat capacitance of the system.

Table 4.3 clearly shows the trade-off between the model accuracy and the iden-

tification time for the same amount of identification data; the cost of model identfication

for more accuracy model with higher order is signficantly higher than low order compact

models.

The pole-zero analysis indicates that the system is stable, and Fig. 4.17 shows

that the poles of one transfer function of the 15th-order model (’×’ represents poles while

’◦’ represents zero) are within a unit cycle. We have similar observation for other transfer

functions and model of different orders. Also, Fig. 4.15 (b) plots the zoomed-in temperature
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Figure 4.15: Transient temperature responses and the temperature errors of the identified
model (order:15)
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Figure 4.17: Poles and zeros distribution of the 15th-order model
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absolute errors in the transient response, which gives the worst errors in entire validation

period. The errors at some worst time points are relatively larger (about 15% or 6 to 7

Celsius), but over all the time steps, they are quite small. The output error statistics of

the identified systems with different order is summarized in Table 4.3, where we list the

maximum of the relative mean errors among all the ports over the entire transient simulation

period(Max Mean error), and Model ID time is the time (in minutes) required to identify

the model.

Table 4.3: Model identification CPU times and model errors

ThermSubCP order 35 25 15

Model ID time (min) 25.0 15.5 4.83

Max mean error 1.17% 2.58% 4.91%

4.4.2 PWL-based nonlinear modeling and validation

In this section, we use PWL modeling approach to build a compact thermal model

of the packaged microprocessor system. To obtain the identification data of different local

models for different temperature ranges, PRBS (Pseudo Random Binary Sequence) signals

with stair-like envelops shown in Fig. 4.18 are used as inputs to characterize the system

parameters; and in the validation phase, the transient waveform in Fig. 4.13 is used. PRBS

signal has the white-noise like spectrum so that it can excite all the thermal system states,

and we expect that it could potentially lead to better and more accurate identification

results [35].
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Figure 4.18: The stair-like PRBS input signal in model identification phase

PWL-based nonlinear modeling for different temperature ranges

As discussed before, temperature dependent material properties could lead to non-

linear behavior of the thermal system, thus we use piecewise linear method to model the

thermal behavior in different temperature ranges. In this case, the stair-like envelop con-

tains 12 “steps” that corresponds to 12 different ranges of input power intensity as shown

in Fig. 4.19. We could arbitrarily partition the data and attribute them to different linear

models that need to be identified with these data. At the beginning, we use “scheme-1”

shown in Fig. 4.19 (a) to identify the linear models. In this scheme, each model is identified

based on two consecutive data sets, and the adjacent models are built with one shared

data set. In this way, 11 models will be identified in total, given the 12 data sets, and

the piecewise linear model is to be built with these 11 local models. In order to avoid the
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predictability issue as discussed before, for each range of the input power, 16 orthogonal

configurations are generated by gmn(x, y) as defined in (4.8).

M
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(b)
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Figure 4.19: Data partition schemes for model identification (a) scheme-1(11 local models)
(b) scheme-2(6 local models) (c) scheme-3 (4 local models)

By choosing 4th order model, and using the subspace identification method, all

the 11 linear models could be identified. Applying the proposed method to determine the

transformation matrices, all the linear models could be transformed to the same basis.

Since the piecewise linear model built up in this way contains multiple local models, it is

reasonable to partition the overall temperature range into the sub-ranges that the local

models correspond to. The simulation result in Fig. 4.20 confirms that the temperature

value predicted by the output of the identified piecewise model (dash line) closely matches

the reference data (solid line).

In comparison, we also use different schemes of data partition. By using “scheme-

2” and “scheme-3”, we end up building the piecewise linear models with 6 local models
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Figure 4.20: Transient view of the on-chip temperature response (at the 1st temperature
point) of the piecewise linear models (PLM) built with 11 local models

and 4 local models respectively, and the simulation results are presented in Fig. 4.21 and

Fig. 4.22. From the transient simulation results in Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21, Fig. 4.22, and

the temperature error of the transient response Fig. 4.23, Fig. 4.24, Fig. 4.25, it clearly

demonstrated the performance improvement as more linear local models are used. We

could clearly observe that, for the same order, the error reduces as the number of the linear

models in use increases, which shows a compelling evidence of using piecewise linear model

for compact thermal behavior modeling and simulation. The output error statistics of the

identified system is summarized in Table 4.4, where we also list the maximum of the mean

errors (Max Mean error) among all the ports over the entire transient simulation period.

We have also confirmed that each local models are stable, and as an example, a pole-zero

configuration (poles marked with ’×’ and zeros marked with ’◦′) of one local linear model

is shown in Fig. 4.26, which shows that all the poles are inside the unit circle.
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Figure 4.21: Transient view of the on-chip temperature response (at the 1st temperature
point) of the piecewise linear models (PLM) built with 6 local models

On the other hand, the linear model with order 4 suffers from huge loss of accuracy

as shown in Fig. 4.6 before. To make the linear model achieve comparable accuracy with the

piecewise linear model, high order model needs to be chosen. In our experiment, we used

20412 transient time points to identify the model. As summarized in Table 4.5, the time

required to identify (ID time) the high order linear model (LM) is 627.1 seconds, while on

the other hand, the time required to identify all the piecewise linear models (PLM) is 63.8

seconds. Hence, the speedup factor for model identification is 9.8 comparing with linear

model. Also, we used 25412 time points in transient simulation, and the high order linear

model uses 22.2 seconds to conclude the simulation, and the piecewise linear model uses

only 7.88 second to conclude the simulation, which is approximately 35% of the simulation

time of the high order linear model.
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Figure 4.22: Transient view of the on-chip temperature response (at the 1st temperature
point) of the piecewise linear models (PLM) built with 4 local models

We remark that although in our case, order 15 of the linear model is not sig-

nificantly higher than the order 4 in a sense, yet, the time required to identify the state

space model through subspace identification method increases significantly because a large

amount of input and output data are required to identify the state space model accurately.

As a result, choosing low order model to identify the targeted dynamic system leads to

substantial savings in subspace identification method, which is important in the process of

building and calibrating a dynamic model in a dynamically changing environment. Also,

piecewise linear model achieves substantial savings in simulation time because the lower

order model is used in simulation.

Table 4.4: Model accuracy comparison with different identified models (order: 4)

Num of linear models in use 11 6 4

Max mean error 2.1% 3.9% 5.9%
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Figure 4.23: Absolute errors of the on-chip temperature response (at the 1st temperature
point) of the piecewise linear models (PLM) built with 11 local models
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Figure 4.24: Absolute errors of the on-chip temperature response (at the 1st temperature
point) of the piecewise linear models (PLM) built with 6 local models

Table 4.5: Comparison of model accuracy and CPU times

Comparison Items Error ID time simulation time

PLM (order:4) 2.1% 63.8 sec 7.88 sec

LM (order:15) 2.3% 627.1 sec 22.2 sec
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Figure 4.25: Absolute errors of the on-chip temperature response (at the 1st temperature
point) of the piecewise linear models (PLM) built with 4 local models
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Figure 4.26: Pole-zero configuration of a transfer functions in an identified local model
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PWL-based nonlinear modeling for different convection rates

Another potential thermal nonlinearity could be caused by the changing speed

of the cooling fan, which translates to changing (nonlinear) boundary conditions for the

thermal circuits. In this case, our proposed piecewise linear model offers a viable solution

to build a model working for the changing boundary conditions.

In package level thermal modeling, different fan speeds could be translated to

different convection rates at the top surface of the heat sink. Hence, to model various fan

speeds, in our experiment, we linearly change the convection rates of the top surface of the

heat sink as shown in Fig.4.27, and use the model identification routine with 16 orthogonal

power map configurations to identify each local model for a certain range of the varying

convection rate in Fig. 4.27. Each two adjacent models covers a common range of the

convection rate, which is served as model transition region to determine the transformation

matrices that transform all the local models to a common state base using the procedure

in section 4.3.2. The identified model is validated under different ranges of convection rate

in the validation phase. The power trace in the experiment is shown in Fig. 4.28, in which

PRBS signal is used for model identification and while the power signals from our industry

partner are used for model validation.

By choosing 4th order model, and following the same procedure used before, all

the 4 local models could be identified. The simulation result in Fig. 4.29 (a) confirms

that the piecewise linear model could effectively predict temperature waveforms in different

ranges of convection rate. As a comparison, if we use a single 4th order linear model,

the predicted transient response sometimes could be significantly deviated away from the
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Figure 4.27: Different convection rates of the heat sink
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Figure 4.28: Power traces used to build and validate the piecewise linear model for different
convection rate
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reference temperature data as Fig. 4.29 (b) shows. The errors of the transient waveform

by the piecewise linear model and the corresponding linear model with the same order are

shown in Fig. 4.30 (a) and (b) respectively.

In addition, we could anticipate that the model identified under higher convection

rate should be a faster model because the package could reach steady state quicker with

higher convection rate, which could be confirmed by investigating the pole-zero configuration

shown in Fig. 4.31. We could find that the dominant pole (0.9879 in z-plane) of one transfer

function in Model2 (identified with convection rate from 1625 W/(m2K) to 2750 W/(m2K))

is farther away from the unit circle than the dominant pole (0.9920 in z-plane) of the

corresponding transfer function in Model1 (identified with convection rate varying from 500

W/(m2K) to 1725 W/(m2K)), and it is also much closer to a zero, which partially cancels

the effect of the dominant pole. Hence, this result of pole-zero configuration suggests that

Model2 has faster response as theoretically anticipated, which also indicates that each local

model is identified to take account of the significantly changed convection rate overtime.

Hence, in this way, we applied the proposed method to model the chip package

with variant convection rate, and the experiment result of the piecewise linear model shows

significant accuracy improvement over the conventional linear modeling, which confirms the

validity of the proposed methodology in thermal modeling. By investigating the resulting

pole-zero configuration of the identified model under different convection rate, we also con-

firmed that each local model is identified to consider the potential huge variation of the fan

cooling effects during the chip operation.
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(a) PLM built with 4 local 4th order models
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(b) A simple linear 4th order model

Figure 4.29: Comparison of the on-chip temperature response (at the 1st temperature point)
predicted by the piecewise linear models (PLM) with the one predicted by a linear model
under variant convection rate
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(a) Piecewise linear model
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(b) Linear model

Figure 4.30: Absolute error of one on-chip temperature response at the 1st temperature
point
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(a) Model1
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(b) Model2

Figure 4.31: Comparison of dominant pole-zero of the transfer functions in Model1 and
Model2 (from input 1 to output 1)
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have first proposed a new package level thermal modeling tech-

nique considering practical power maps with highly correlated power inputs. We have used

orthogonal sets to generate independent power maps to meet the spatial rank requirement

in presence of highly correlated input signals. The new method, ThermSubCP, can also au-

tomatically select the order of the thermal models for the given error bounds. Secondly, we

have also proposed piecewise linear (PWL) modeling approach for modeling nonlinear effects

and various boundary conditions. The piecewise version of the new modeling algorithm,

ThermSubPWL, partitions the nonlinear ranges (due to temperature or boundary condition

changes) into a number of small ranges and performs modeling in each range. Experimental

results have validated the proposed method on a practical microprocessor package modeled

by commercial multi-domain/physics tool, COMSOL V4.1, under practical power signal

inputs. By using multiple independent power map configurations in model identification,

the predictability of the identified model is significantly improved. The new piecewise linear

models can model thermal behavior over wide temperature ranges or over different thermal

boundary conditions due to different cooling configurations. Further, the PWL modeling

technique can lead to much smaller model order without accuracy loss, which translates

to significant simulation time reduction and about 10X less time to identify the reduced

models compared to the simple modeling method by using the high order models in our

examples.
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Chapter 5

Task Migration based Distributed

Thermal Management Considering

Transient Effects for Many-Core

Microprocessors

In this chapter, a new architecture level task-migration based distributed thermal

management scheme for many-core microprocessors is proposed to reduce the on-chip tem-

perature variance and the occurrence of hot spots by considering more transient thermal

effects. First, unlike the existing approaches which use the steady state temperature, the

new method uses a new temperature metric called effective initial temperature to guide the

task migration process. The new temperature metric based on moment matching based fre-

quency domain analysis technique incorporates both initial temperature and other transient
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effects to make optimized task migration decision. The resulting schedule algorithm leads

to more reduction of hot spots without full transient thermal simulation. Second, we show

how the effective initial temperature can be computed in a localized way for distributed

thermal management for multi-core and many core systems. Experimental results on a

100-core microprocessor demonstrate that the proposed method reduces 21% more thermal

hot spots compared to the alternative method that does not use effective initial tempera-

ture, and reduces 44 % more thermal hot spots compared to an existing distributed thermal

management method (DTB-M) [58], leading to more balanced temperature distribution of

many-core microprocessor chips. Also, comparing with the centralized counterparts, the

proposed method shows acceptable loss of performance, and is more practical for thermal

management in many-core systems.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.1, we present a general

outline of the thermal management problem and the motivation to solve it. In section 5.2, we

present the proposed method with the algorithm flow. In section 5.3, the proposed methods

are evaluated and their significance is discussed. Section 5.4 concludes this chapter.

5.1 Problem formulation

In this work, we aim at minimizing the transient temperature variations across

the whole chip by properly assigning tasks among different cores in a distributive way.

Specifically, we assume a multi-core microprocessor consists of N tasks of different load,

denoted as P = [P1, P2, · · · , PN ]. M processor cores are involved in executing the tasks. All

of these tasks do not have the sequential dependency. Each task has a different load or power
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consumption (assume we have homogeneous cores) when they are executed on specific core

of the many-core processor. Since the loads of the tasks are different, the power intensity

varies across all the cores, resulting in non-uniformly distributed temperature profile. Using

Cp (Unit:J/K) to denote heat capacitance, P (t) to represent the transient power generated

in a core, which is related to its load, and Q̇(t) to represent the transient heat transfer rate

to and from a core, the transient temperature of a core T (t) can be formulated as

T (t) =
1

Cp

∫ t

t0

(P (t) − Q̇(t))dt + T (t0) (5.1)

Note that the heat transfer rate Q̇(t), which influences the temperature of the core, depends

on the thermal characteristics and material properties of the many-core systems and the

final temperature T (t) is also dependent on the thermal capacitance of the systems. If

Ti(t) and Tj(t) represent the temperatures for core i and j, then the goal of the new task

migration method is

Minimize ∆Tij(t) = Ti(t) − Tj(t), i ∈ M, j ∈ M, i 6= j (5.2)

The optimization is achieved by properly assigning the N tasks into the M cores in a

periodic and distributed manner.

Similar to [57,58], in our distributed control framework, we assume that each core

can only talk to its adjacent cores during this task migration process. Each core has the

knowledge of its temperature and power information of its current task, as well as those

of its adjacent cores. As a result, the task migration could only be performed between

two adjacent cores based on their local information of temperature, power and package

properties.
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5.2 The proposed distributed thermal management method

In this section, we present a new distributed thermal management based on the

task migration scheme to balance the on-chip temperature profile of the many-core mi-

croprocessors. The task migration is carried out in a distributed way, and the migration

happens only between two adjacent cores, which are floor-planned as meshed tile structure.

As mentioned before, the new task migration method is based on the following two

new techniques: First, a new thermal metric, called effective initial temperature, denoted

as Teff , is used to guide the task migration process. Teff allows the consideration of

temperature influence from other part of the multi-core chip through transient effects and

heat removal capability of each core due to the chip package. Then, we extend the Teff

calculation in a localized way to make it suitable for distributed thermal management,

which optimally considers the power and the temperature of each core, as well as the

thermal influence from its adjacent area through package induced transient thermal effect.

In the following subsections, we first introduce the new thermal metric Teff and

provide its physics insights in details before presenting the overall task migration algorithm

flow.

5.2.1 Effective initial temperature for task scheduling

Traditional task migration methods typically assign heavy tasks to the cores with

low steady-state temperature to balance the on-chip temperature profile [53,55,59]. Due to

the transient temperature effects, such simple strategy will not work well as the transient

temperature depends on not only the thermal conductance G, but also thermal capacitance
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C of the whole processor (including package and heat sinks etc.). One can always perform

full-blown transient thermal simulations to predict the transient temperature responses

given task loads of cores. However, such simulation will be very expensive or even prohibitive

in the optimization loop.

In this work, to mitigate this problem, we propose a new temperature metric,

called effective initial temperature, for task migration without full transient simulation. In

the following part, we give the definition of the effective initial temperature, and then justify

it as a better temperature metric to predict the transient temperature behaviors for task

migration based thermal management.

0th-moment temperature based indicator

Moment matching based analysis has been used for fast estimation of interconnect

delays in the past [89,90]. In this work, we apply moment matching based analysis to derive

a dominant temperature metric (effective initial temperature) to guide the task migration.

This scheme is motivated by the observation that the 0th moment component of the power

traces of the microprocessor is dominant compared to high frequency components. Fig. 5.1

shows the Fourier transform of the power trace from a benchmark, which clearly indicates

the dominance of the 0th moment component. As a result, the corresponding 0th moment

of the transient temperature responses can be used as a good indicator of the temperature

for each core.

Mathematically, for equivalent thermal circuit using G as the thermal conductance

matrix and C as the thermal capacitance matrix, we can apply Modified Nodal Analysis
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Figure 5.1: Discrete Fourier transform of the power trace for running GCC benchmark

(MNA) to formulate the thermal circuit

GT (t) + CṪ (t) = u(t) (5.3)

where T (t) is the time-domain temperature response, and u(t) is the power trace of the

processor.

Assume U(s) as the Laplace transform of the power trace u(t) of that processor,

and T (s) as the corresponding temperature response, in frequency domain, we could have

GT (s) + sCT (s) − CT (t0) = U(s) (5.4)

where T (t0) is the initial temperature vector of all the nodes at starting time t0, or alter-

natively, the temperature vector at the end of the previous simulation cycle.
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To find out the contribution of the transient temperature in terms of frequency

moments, we expand T (s) and U(s) using Taylor’s series at s = 0 to have

G(T0 + T1s + T2s
2 + · · · ) + sC(T0 + T1s + T2s

2 + · · · )

−CT (t0) = U0 + U1s + U2s
2 + · · · (5.5)

Thus, each temperature moment could be calculated in a recursive way as follows:

T0 = G−1(U0 + CT (t0))

T1 = G−1(U1 − CT0)

T2 = G−1(U2 − CT1)

...

Tm = G−1(Um − CTm−1)

(5.6)

Since the 0th moment of the power trace U0 is dominant, the 0th moment component of the

transient temperature response T0 is also dominant. Thus, it makes a good sense to use the

0th moment component of the response temperature (called 0th moment temperature) as

an on-chip temperature indicator. In this way, we could conveniently use (5.7) to calculate

the dominant 0th temperature T0 given the 0th moment component of power trace U0 for

the future task and the initial temperature T (t0) at the current time.

T0 = G−1U0 + G−1CT (t0). (5.7)

The term T0 is not traditional 0th moment response from the resistor-only thermal systems.

It actually contains transient effects (G and C) of the thermal system, which will be explored

by this work. As we can see, the 0th moment temperature consists of two components,

G−1U0, which actually is the steady state temperature responses considering resistances
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only of the thermal circuits. The second term, G−1CT (t0), relates to the initial temperature

condition T (t0), as well as the thermal capacitance and conductance of the whole system.

Physical insight derived from effective initial temperature

We now define a new term called effective initial temperature as

Teff = G−1CT (t0). (5.8)

Teff has temperature unit in frequency domain. The term CT (t0) can be viewed

as the initial condition due to energy source stored from the previous task executions. The

thermal systems obtained from the finite difference method can be remodeled as equivalent

RC networks due to the similarity between the thermal diffusion equations and the Maxwell

wave equations. In such networks, each node has a lumped thermal capacitor connecting

to ground [71]. The resulting matrix C is typically a diagonal matrix. On the other hand,

G−1 is a dense or full matrix. This means that the real temperature of a specific core (or

element in the vector Teff ) will not only depend on itself but also on other cores of the chip

as well. Given Teff , we can rewrite (5.7) as

T0 = G−1U0 + Teff (5.9)

Physically, T0 represents the frequency-domain solution of the thermal system (5.4)

when s = 0 or t = ∞, or the transient stable response. So if we can minimize T0, we actually

minimize the transient temperature response. Now let us look at the two terms in T0. The

first term G−1U0 represents the steady state temperature responses on the resistance-only

thermal network due to the dominant power inputs. The second term Teff represents the

response due to the initial temperature T (t0) under a specific chip structure (including the
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package) defined by thermal matrices G and C, which is analogous to zero input (U0 = 0)

response of the thermal system.

As a result, to minimize the T0 differences among different cores, we should assign

heavy load task (with large U0) to the core with low Teff (versus to the core with low

T (t0)). The idea can be better illustrated by the following example. Fig. 5.2 to Fig.

5.4 give an intuitive illustration of the physical meaning of Teff and the task scheduling

scheme based on Teff in a 4-core microprocessor, where T (t0) in Fig. 5.3 is the initial

temperature distribution across the cores of the process chip at time t0, and the effective

initial temperature Teff in Fig. 5.4 represents the steady state response of G−1C system

due to T (t0) as illustrated by Fig. 5.2 . The powers of the tasks (Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd) in

Fig. 5.4 are sorted from low to high. The bottom of Fig. 5.4 shows that the tasks are

assigned to the different cores based on Teff to better balance on-chip temperature profile.

In comparison, the traditional method just looks at T (t0) (the input of G−1C system), and

assign the heavy task to the core with lowest temperature.

In short, the new thermal metric, Teff , provides a very compact and simple way

to consider the transient thermal effects of each core and impact from other cores as well,

which leads to more effective task scheduling to reduce on-chip hot spots as will be shown

in the experiments.

5.2.2 Distributed calculation of effective initial temperature

As clarified before, the definition of Teff introduces a new way of task scheduling

method for thermal balancing of the processor chip. However, according to (5.8), the calcu-

lation of each element in Teff requires all elements in T (t0), which is the global distribution
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Figure 5.2: The transient thermal system and input and output

Figure 5.3: The initial temperature distribution at time T (t0)

Figure 5.4: The resulting temperature distribution Teff under U0 = 0 and the resulting
task migration scheme
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of the temperature values across the whole chip. Thus, we need to estimate a distributed

Teff in a distributed way so that it could be used in the proposed method.

The distributed version of Teff could be obtained in the following way: Instead of

using the global temperature distribution and global package model as suggested by (5.8),

we could use a local package model with local temperature values from the current core and

its adjacent cores to calculate the distributed effective initial temperature for the local chip

region as

Teff,N(i) = RN(i)CN(i)TN(i)(t0) (5.10)

in which Teff,N(i) contains the effective initial temperature values of core i and its adjacent

cores in the local region as shown in Fig. 5.5. In this figure, TN(i) contains the real

temperatures of core i and its adjacent 8 cores in the same local region:

TN(i) = [Ta, Tb, Tc, Td, Te, Tf , Tg, Th, Ti]. (5.11)

RN(i) and CN(i) are the local thermal resistance matrix and thermal capacitance matrix

constructed from the elements from row a to i and column a to i from original G−1 and C

matrices.

We remark that Teff,N(i) is the localized version of Teff for localized core area

as shown in Fig. 5.5. In this way, the effective initial temperature can be calculated

in a distributed manner in each local region, using the thermal parameters of each local

core area of the chip package and the local temperature distribution of each core i and

its neighborhood. In other words, each core can systematically consider the impact from

its immediate neighbors, which is in contrast with existing ad-hoc based approaches for

considering neighbor effects [56].
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The number of such local regions equals the number of cores in the whole chip

and each core can compute its Teff,N(i) independently. The detailed procedure about the

proposed distributed task migration using distributed effective initial temperature will be

explained later.

Core i

Core h

Core f

Core a

Core d

Core b

Core c Core e

Core g

Figure 5.5: The local region used to calculate the distributed Teff,N(i) in core i and its

adjacent cores

5.2.3 The proposed new distributed task migration method

Task migration policy is used to balance the temperature profile of multi/many-

core microprocessors. In our proposed approach, we use distributed effective initial temper-

ature as a new thermal metric that takes account of transient thermal effect to guide task

migration decision. The new approach is distributed in the sense that task migrations hap-

pen only between two adjacent cores as shown in Fig. 5.5, where core a-h are the adjacent

cores of core i. The proposed distributed task migration method can be outlined as the

following: we define the current core as the one that the task migration policy is applied to,
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the destined core as the adjacent core that could potentially exchange task with the current

core if the following two task migration criteria are satisfied:

1. Teff,des < Teff,cur, where Teff,des is the effective initial temperature of the destined

core and Teff,cur is that of the current core.

2. Pdes < Pcur, where Pdes is the task load of the destined core in the new execution

cycle, and Pcur is the counterpart of the current core.

The idea behind such a task migration policy is to ensure that we will likely to have a gain in

terms of reduced temperature variance across the cores after the task exchange, which lead

to more balanced on-chip temperature distribution across all the cores and more reduction

of thermal hot spots.

The details of the distributed task migration method flow are illustrated in Fig.

5.6 (a). The task migration policy will be activated if the temperature of the current

core exceeds a certain threshold temperature Tth. The current core communicates with its

adjacent cores to check if the migration criteria (1) and (2) are satisfied. The flow starts

with core a (the upper left adjacent core). If the criteria are satisfied, core a is selected as

the destined core for task migration; at the same time, the thermal and load parameters

of the current core (Teff,cur, Pcur) are updated by the thermal and load parameters of core

a (Teff,a, Pa,). Then the flow continues to check with core b, if the migration criteria are

satisfied, it indicates that core b is a better migration choice with even lower (Teff,b, Pb)

than the previous migration choice of the destined core, and thus will be selected to replace

the previous choice as the destined core for task migration. The same procedure will be

repeated from core c to core h. The flow continues to update the choice and will finally find
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Figure 5.6: The proposed distributed task migration method
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the best choice for task migration among the 8 adjacent cores, which has the lowest value

of effective initial temperature (Teff ) and load (P ). An example flow is shown in Fig. 5.6

(b) in which the circle nodes represent the cores, the solid grey nodes indicate the checked

cores, and the solid black node indicates the chosen core for task migration at the end of

the task migration method flow. In this example, the new method checks with all of the 8

adjacent cores (stamped with grey) and finally selects core c as the destined core (stamped

with black) to migrate the task to.

The resulting distributed thermal management method can take account of the

task load, the thermal influence from each core and its adjacent region, and the thermal

transient effect due to the package properties to more effectively reduce thermal variance

and balance the temperature profile across all the cores.

5.2.4 The overall run-time thermal management scheme

Having discussed the distributed task migration policy with the proposed effective

initial temperature as an on-chip thermal metric, it is time to present the proposed overall

thermal management scheme.

Like existing works such as [58], we also assume that each task occupies an equal

slice of execution time (one execution cycle), and power traces for each task could be ob-

tained from OS or predicted from the history of the power traces using some estimation

methods like time series prediction methods. We assume that the multi/many-core micro-

processor is executing different sets of tasks in different execution cycles (denoted as EXE

cycle) as shown in Fig. 5.7. At the beginning of each execution cycle, the proposed dis-

tributed task migration policy is activated in each core if the temperature of that core Tcore
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Figure 5.7: The run-time thermal management framework

exceeds a certain threshold (Tth), and task migration between two adjacent cores is per-

formed if the task migration criteria discussed in section 5.2.3 is satisfied. In this way, the

tasks are scheduled to balance the temperature profile of the multi/many-core microproces-

sors in the new execution cycle so that the on-chip temperature gradient and occurrence of

thermal hot spots during the task execution is reduced. The algorithm flow of the proposed

thermal management scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1.

In this framework, we focus on developing new criteria of the task assignment

scheme that could more effectively balance the temperature profile in the multi-core system

from algorithm level prospective. Thus, the resulting temperature profiles given by different

task migration schemes are the primary concerns of this study, like [56, 60]. And also, as

in [59], we assume that the migration overhead is small comparing with the task execution

cycle, and thus the overheads between two task execution cycles are negligible.
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Algorithm 1 Distributed task migration flow

Input: Task loads, many-core processor configuration

Output: Optimized temperature distribution

Start simulation at initial package temperature

for each execution cycle do

1. Simulate power traces under different task loads.

2. Obtain temperature responses of the many-core microprocessor (via thermal sensors

or estimation).

if migration criteria is met then

Perform distributed task migration using the proposed scheme in Fig. 5.6 core by

core.

end if

end for

5.3 Numerical results

5.3.1 Experiment setups

The proposed thermal management method is implemented using Matlab 7.0, and

Hotspot [6] is used to build the thermal model based on the configuration of the many-core

microprocessor and simulate the temperature responses.

A 100-core processor system with 10 × 10 configuration as shown in Fig. 5.8 is

used to evaluate the proposed method. Each core of the processor has geometry of 4 mm ×

4 mm, and the thickness of the processor chip is 0.15 mm. More detailed thermal package

structure and material properties are summarized in Table 5.1, in which k denotes thermal
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conductivity, and c denotes specific heat. The heat convection capacitance of the heat

sink of the 100 core processor is set to 4600 J/K in model configuration of Hotspot with

boundary convection rate of 10 W/(m2K), and the starting temperature of the chip package

is set to be 60 oC. The sampling interval of the thermal data of Hotspot is set to be 30 µs

to preserve simulation accuracy.

Table 5.1: The package structure and thermal properties of the many-core microprocessor.

Components Chip Heat Spreader Heat Sink

Thickness(mm) 0.15 1.00 6.90
k (W/(mK)) 100.0 400.0 400.0
c (J/(m3K)) 1.75×106 3.55×106 3.55×106

C1 C2 C9 C10

C11 C12 C19 C20

C81 C82 C89 C90

C91 C92 C99 C100

Figure 5.8: The configuration of the 100-core microprocessor die.

We used Wattch as the architecture level power analysis tool [91], and simulate the

detailed transient power traces using 16 different dynamic workloads (ammp, apsi, bzip2,

equake, galgel, gcc, lucas, mesa, parser, twolf, vpr, applu, art, crafty, fma3d, gap) from

SPEC2000 benchmarks. During the simulation, the proposed distributed task migration

policy will be applied to each core to optimize the task assignment at the beginning of each
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execution cycle (2048 time steps), and the simulation consists of 20 task execution cycles

in total.

To evaluate the proposed thermal management method, we first look at the varia-

tions of on-chip temperature under different thermal management methods using both real

temperature and effective initial temperature. Then we look at the numbers of thermal hot

spots given by the proposed method and compare it against the existing and alternative

methods.

5.3.2 Task scheduling based on the new effective initial temperature

Now we first demonstrate the effectiveness of the task scheduling technique based

on the proposed effective initial temperature metric.

The 16 benchmark tasks with different dynamic workloads are randomly assigned

to the cores of the 100-core chip in each cycle of task execution, and we set the threshold

temperature Tth = 70oC, and the dynamic thermal management would be activated once

the temperature of the cores exceeds this threshold value.

We first show that by using the newly proposed temperature metric, the resulting

scheduling scheme can lead to more reduction of the temperature variance. Fig. 5.9 shows

temperature differences (in oC) across all the 100 cores under these two methods at the end

of 20th task execution cycle. It clearly shows less temperature divergence among all the

cores by using the proposed effective initial temperature.

The resulting temperature variances (TempVar) and maximum temperature dif-

ferences (MaxTempDiff) at the end of the 20th task execution cycle under different task

scheduling scheme are also summarized in Table 5.2, in which the notations ‘Centralize-Teff’
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Figure 5.9: On-chip temperature distribution across processor cores at the end of 20th task
execution cycle
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represents the centralized method using the proposed thermal metric Teff ; ‘Centralize’ rep-

resents the conventional centralized method using real temperature.

Table 5.2: temperature variance and maximum temperature difference

Methods TempVar MaxTempDiff

Centralize-Teff 1.242 oC2 5.961 oC
Centralize 1.666 oC2 8.858 oC

In addition to showing the temperature variation reduction, it is interesting to note

that the new method automatically tries to find cores with better heat removal capability

for heavier tasks. Fig. 5.10 shows snapshots of the task configurations across the 100-

core under different centralized task scheduling scheme at the beginning of the 20th task

execution cycle with the thermal management being activated. The tasks with light or

heavy workloads, are configured across the 100 cores to balance the on-chip temperature

profile based on different task migration criteria. Fig. 5.10 (a) is the task profile under the

conventional centralized task scheduling method using real temperature while Fig. 5.10 (b)

is the task profile under the centralized task scheduling method using the proposed effective

initial temperature. We can see that the on-chip task configuration differs significantly.

Under the conventional method, the task assignment depends only on the temperature of

that core, and we can observe that first, the heavy tasks are getting too concentrated, which

will lead to elevated temperature in the new execution cycle. Second, many of these heavy

tasks are not scheduled to the cores that have more efficient heat removal capability, like

the cores at the corner of the core region of the chip.

However, when looking at the task configuration under the centralized task schedul-

ing method using the proposed effective initial temperature shown in Fig. 5.10 (b), we could
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clearly observe the following, which is almost opposite to the case in Fig. 5.10 (a): First,

the heavy tasks are separated. Second, the heavy tasks are moved away from the center

to the corner of the core region, where the heat removal is more efficient as those corner

regions have shorter thermal paths to heat sink and ambient and less thermal capacity to

store the thermal energy for a given initial temperature.

We remark cores at the corner may not alway have better heat removal capability

than the middle ones in real chips. For instance, for emerging 3D stacked ICs, the heat

removal capability of a core will also depends on the locations of (thermal) through silicon

vias in a layer. The results shown in Fig. 5.10 (b) actually depends on the specific structure

and boundary conditions used for the many-core chip structure we developed. However,

what we want to stress is that the proposed method can automatically consider the transient

effects in terms of the initial temperature, thermal conductance and capacitance of the cores

to make better scheduling decision.

5.3.3 Performance evaluation of distributed thermal management

Now we show the results from the proposed distributed task migration based on the

proposed Teff . Since the Teff now is computed distributively in localized package region,

it will give more optimal task scheduling results comparing with the alternative distributed

method that directly use local temperature.

First, we will compare different thermal management methods in terms of the

temperature variance and number of thermal hot spots during the task executions.

We compare the result of the proposed task migration schemes against the conven-

tional ones and the recently reported DTB-M in [58] using the same 16 dynamic workloads
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Figure 5.10: On-chip task configurations at the beginning of the 20th task execution cycle
under centralized task scheduling methods
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of SPEC2000 benckmarks on the 100 core processor platform as in the previous section

5.3.2. Fig. 5.11 shows the comparison of transient temperature variance, in which the no-

tation ‘Centralize’, and ‘Centralize-Teff’ are the same as in the previous section 5.3.2, and

‘Dist-Teff’ represents the distributed method using effective initial temperature, which is

also our proposed distributed thermal management method shown by the task scheduling

framework in Fig. 5.6; ‘Dist’ represents the distributed method using the same frame-

work in Fig. 5.6, except it uses real temperature instead of the proposed effective initial

temperature; ‘DTB-M’ is the existing distributed method in [58].

The centralized method using Teff achieves the best results in term of reducing

the on-chip temperature variances among all these methods, while the proposed distributed

thermal management method using Teff shows comparable performance with the centralized

thermal management method using real temperature. Among the three distributed thermal

management method, the proposed one that uses Teff for task migration leads to less

temperature variance than the counterpart that uses real temperature, and both are more

efficient than the existing DTB-M in terms of temperature variance reduction. In general,

comparing with centralized methods, we observe reasonable performance degradation of the

distributed counterparts in terms of optimizing on-chip temperature variance. However,

distributed method is more practical and affordable method in multi-core systems since it

would significantly reduce the communication costs to the control center.

The reduction of on-chip temperature variance could help to reduce the thermal

hot spots. Fig. 5.12 shows the statistics of thermal hot spot occurrence above different

temperature levels during the task execution. The centralized method using Teff achieves
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the transient temperature variance under different thermal
management policy

the best thermal hot spot reduction, and the proposed distributed method shows compa-

rable reduction of thermal hot spot comparing with the centralized method that uses real

temperature to guide task migrations. Comparing with the alternative distributed counter-

part method that uses real temperature, the proposed method leads to 21% reduction of

thermal hot spot occurrence during task executions. Comparing with the existing DTB-M,

the number of thermal hot spots encountered during task executions is reduced by 44%

under the proposed distributed task migration method. Thus, as a distributed task migra-

tion method, our proposed method can remove on-chip thermal hot spots more effectively

comparing with other distributed methods.

Fig. 5.13 shows the comparison of average temperature of the chip employing

different thermal management methods. We can observe that the centralized method with

Teff gives the best results. Among the three distributed methods, the DTB-M method
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does reach the lowest average temperature among the distributed thermal management

method, the improvement on the average temperature over other task migration methods,

however, is marginal. The result showing in this figure confirms that improving the average

temperature may not always lead to better reduction of temperature variations and related

thermal hot spots as shown in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12.

Hence, these results clearly demonstrate that the effective initial temperature Teff

is a better thermal metric comparing with real temperature, and the proposed distributed

task migration method would lead to reduced temperature variance and reduced number

of thermal hot spot during the task execution, yielding more balanced on-chip temperature

distribution across all the cores comparing with other distributed methods. Comparing with

the existing method that targets at reduction of average temperature, it is more important

to balance the temperature and reduce the temperature variations to effectively eliminate

thermal hot spots.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, a new distributed task migration technique for thermal manage-

ment is proposed to reduce the on-chip temperature variance and thermal hot spots during

the task execution for many-core microprocessors. First, we introduce a new tempera-

ture metric, which considers the transient thermal effects based on dominant frequency

domain moment matching techniques, to guide the task migrations. Second, we show how

the new temperature metric can be computed in a localized way for distributed thermal

management. Experimental results on a 100-core microprocessor shows that the proposed
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Figure 5.12: The occurrence of thermal hot spots above different temperature levels during
task execution.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of on-chip average temperature during task execution
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distributed method works more effectively to reduce the number of thermal hot spots (21%

more thermal hot spot reduction comparing with the alternative approach under the same

distributed framework, and 44% more thermal hot spot reduction comparing with the exist-

ing distributed thermal management methods). The results also suggest that the proposed

method leads to smaller temperature variations across the many-core microprocessor, which

indicates that more balanced temperature profile has been achieved. Also, we observe com-

parable performance when comparing our proposed method with the centralized control

method that optimizes task scheduling based on real temperature information.
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Chapter 6

Dynamic Reliability Management

Considering Resource-Based EM

Modeling for Multi-Core

Microprocessors

Thermal issue could exacerbate reliability problems, and make it more challenging

than ever before as technology node scales down. This chapter presents a new approach for

dynamic management – a system-level reliability management technique for multi/many

core microprocessors. In the new approach, the electro-migration (EM) induced mean time

to failure (MTTF) at the system level is modeled as a resource, which is abstracted from a

more physics-based EM model at the chip physical level. A core of multi-core systems can

spend the MTTF resources at different rates specified by the temperature and the related
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power consumption. Such resource-based EM models allow more flexible EM-reliability

management for multi/many-core systems. On top of the new EM model, we borrow the

concept of task migration from thermal management method, and propose a reliability

guided task migration method to explicitly balance the consumption of EM resources for all

the cores. The new method will lead to the equal chance of failure of these cores, which will

maximize the life time of the whole multi/many core system. With balanced MTTF among

all the cores, low power mode control is enabled to compensate the excessively consumed life

time of all the cores when the chip is assigned with heavy tasks for a certain period of time.

In this way, the MTTF of all the cores could be compensated to satisfy the requirement,

giving the multi/many core system more flexibility to handle heavy task assignment when

needed.

Experimental results on a 36-core processor platform shows that the proposed task

migration scheme could balance the life time consumption of all the cores, and maintain

evenly-distributed MTTF slacks across different cores, while the traditional temperature

based task migration scheme leads to diverged MTTF consumption. The results also show

that the balanced MTTF consumption could be easily compensated by switching to a low

power mode, which could not be achieved if MTTF consumption diverges across different

cores.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.1, the problem of

reliability modeling and the resource based reliability management is presented. In section

6.2, the new EM reliability model based on strain analysis is presented. In section 6.3, the
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proposed reliability resource management scheme is presented, and its results are evaluated

and discussed in 6.4. Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.

6.1 Problem formulation and reliability modeling

As the reliability and performance are intrinsically conflicting factors, one has to

consider them jointly at system level optimization as shown in the existing works [62,64,65].

To consider and model the reliability effects due to various failure mechanisms, many ex-

isting works use the so-called sum of failure rate model (SOFR) [92] to compute MTTF of

a whole system from its components. SOFR model consists of the competing risk model

which estimates the failure rate of each component and the series model which estimates the

failure rate of the system based on failure rate of each component. Such SOFR models only

work when the following conditions are met: first, each failure mechanism proceeds inde-

pendently (they do not affect each other). Second, the whole system fails when the first of

its component fails. For EM-related reliability on a practical power grid network, unfortu-

nately, neither conditions are met. In this work, we try to mitigate those problems by using

a new physical-based EM model and redundancy-aware analysis techniques to compute the

MTTF of a power grid for given current sources, supply voltage and temperatures.

For multi-core microprocessors, the optimization could be achieved through proper

reliability management of resources and tasks. In this work, we treat MTTF as a reliability

resource that could be consumed and controlled during task executions. For optimization

purpose, instead of dealing with the difficult trade-off between performance and reliability

in a given period, in this work, we target at finding a way to compensate the life time if
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it is excessively consumed during a certain period when the processor is loaded with heavy

tasks.

6.2 New physics-based EM modeling and analysis

EM is a physical phenomenon of the migration of metal atoms along a direction of

applied electrical field. Atoms (either lattice atoms or defects/impurities) migrate toward

the anode end of metal wire along the trajectory of conducting electrons. Over time, the

lasting unidirectional electrical load increases these stresses, as well as the stress gradient

along the metal line. In some cases, usually when a line is long, this stress can reach a

critical level, resulting in a void nucleation at the cathode and/or hillock formation at the

anode end of line.

Degradation of the electrical resistance of interconnect segments, caused by void

nucleation and growth, can be derived from the solution of kinetics equation describing

the time evolution of stress in the interconnect segment [93–96]. Indeed, the obtained

instant in time when stress reaches the critical value σ = σcrit, indicates the void nucleation

time; extracted kinetics of the void volume evolution governs the evolution of the segment

electrical resistance. While being successful in simulating the EM related physics in the

frame of the finite-element analysis (FEA) [96], this type of modeling cannot be employed

for the purpose of the analysis of stress evolution caused by the electrical load in hundreds of

millions interconnect segments. A reason is the enormous size of the computational problem.

To address this problem the physics-based analytical compact model like the description of

the void nucleation time and kinetics of void size evolution should be developed.
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6.2.1 Void dynamics: Nucleation and growth phases

Development of such analytical formulation was proposed by Korhonen [93] and

further developed by other researchers; see for example [94–96]. Since the atomic flux diver-

gence results in the volumetric strain, the derived one dimensional diffusion-like equation

for the hydrostatic stress field σ(x, t), takes the form, [93]:

∂σ

∂t
=

∂

∂x

[

κ

(

∂σ

∂x
+

eZρj

Ω

)]

(6.1)

Here, κ = DaBΩ/kT , where Da is the atomic diffusivity, and B is the bulk modulus, Ω

is the atomic volume; e is the electron charge, eZ is the effective charge of the migrating

atoms, ρ is the wire electrical resistivity. Solution of this initial-boundary value problem is

the infinite series [93].
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Figure 6.1: (a) EM-stress distribution change over time in a simple metal wire. (b) EM-
stress evaluation versus time.

Fig. 6.1(a) shows the EM-induced stress development for a single metal wire over

time from the finite element analysis for a given current density and temperature setting.
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Fig. 6.1(b) shows the stress evaluation over time. Each time unit here is 107 seconds. During

this process, tensile stress (positive stress) will be developed at the cathode side (the left

node), while compressive stress (negative stress) will be generated at the anode side of the

wire (right node). When the tensile stress hits critical stress, void will be generated, which

is called nucleation time. After this, the void will grow, which will increase the resistance

of the wires until the growth stops. In contrast, existing EM model only consider one of

such two processes modeled by Black’s equation. Also when the wire hits its MTTF, the

wire is treated as open circuit, which will over-estimate EM-impacts in circuit reliability.

To mitigate those mentioned problems, a more physics-based EM model has been

proposed recently for full-chip reliability analysis [97,98], which is the basis for the proposed

work.

In this new EM model, the EM development process consists of two phases -

the nucleation phase and the growth phase. In the first nucleation phase, a closed-form

expression to compute the nucleation time (tnuc) is given, which is a function of current

density, temperature, the residual stress of the wire due to thermal and other effects as

well as other wire geometry and material parameters. Dependence of tnuc on grain size

allows one to introduce a simple statistical model for void nucleation at the line cathode

edge. Employment of the lognormal distribution as the experimentally proven distribution

of the grain size in the polycrystalline metal line provides different tnuc for the geometrically

identical metal lines loaded with the same electrical current densities.

The second phase is the void size growth: voids are formed at tnuc and grow at

t > tnuc. The wire resistance starts to increase over the time in the growth phase. As a
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result, the p/g network becomes a time-varying network and its voltage drops will keep

changing over the time.

6.2.2 EM assessment at power grid level

Because of the concern with the long-term average effects of the current, in EM

related work a DC model of the power grid is generally assumed [99]. As a result, we

consider only the EM-induced kinetics of the power grid network resistances. In our problem

formulation, each mortal wire, which subjects to the EM impact, will start to change its

resistance value upon achieving the nucleation time. As a result, we end up with the power

grid systems, which is a linear, time-varying and driven by the DC effective currents, which

is modeled as G(t)v(t) = Ieff , where, G(t) a n × n time-varying conductance matrix; Ieff

is the effective DC current source vector; v(t) is the corresponding vector of nodal voltages

and n is the size unknown voltages. In our problem, the time scale is the EM time scale,

which can be months or years.

In the new EM-induced reliability analysis algorithm for p/g networks, we compute

the voltage drops of the grids at fixed EM time step. The resistance of one or more wires

begins to change (increase) starting with their nucleation times. At each time step, we

collect new wires whose nucleation times were reached, and compute the new resistance

for existing wires in the growth phases and corresponding voltage drops of the whole grids.

This process is repeated until the voltage drop of one or more nodes exceeds the critical

voltage drops allowed (say 10% of Vdd).
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6.2.3 System level EM-reliability resource consumption model

Given the new physics-based EM model, we now introduce our system level EM-

reliability resource consumption model. Our observation is based on the fact that EM-

induced stress development process can be viewed as source consumption process, in which,

the difference between the current stress and the critical stress, or the stress slack is the

source. Once electrical current starts to flow through the wire, the EM process starts to

spend the resource at a rate, which is the function of the temperature and current density.

We notice that treating the EM as a resource was first introduced in [100]. But this work

is still based on the traditional Black’s equation.

At the system level, instead of using stress directly, we treat the life time of the

processor specified by MTTF as a resource that could be consumed as the chip works. We

define the specified MTTF as a nominal value, denoted as MTTFN , which is the intended or

required life of the chip under a typical temperature and power setting for a core or system.

For example, a processor has nominal MTTF of 10 years under temperature of 70oC and

working power of 20W as a specification. However, in reality, MTTF varies under different

temperature and power settings. Hence, we denote the real MTTF as MTTFR.

According to [100], the life time of the chip due to EM could be expressed as

life time =
1

(
∑n

k=1(∆tk
1

MTTFR,k
))/T

(6.2)

where MTTFR,k is the actual MTTF under the k-th power and temperature settings for ∆tk

period, assuming the chip works through n different power and temperature settings and

T =
∑n

k=1 ∆tk. As a result, we propose a new EM-reliability resource consumption model.

In this model, we treat the nominal MTTF (MTTFN ) as the resource to consume, which
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actually is the life time defined in (6.2), and we define an average rate to consume MTTFN

as the amount of life time the working chip consumes during each unit time interval. In the

nominal case, the chip is working under its specified temperature and power setting, and

it has life time given by MTTFN . Hence, the amount of life time consumed by the chip in

each second is 1 EM second, that is to say, the nominal average consumption rate is rN = 1.

In reality, depending on different physical settings, the average consumption rate could be

either higher or lower than its nominal rate, and we define average consumption rate as

rR =
MTTFN

MTTFR
(6.3)

in which the life time in real case (MTTFR) could be estimated by the new proposed

reliability model in the previous sub-sections. With this definition, we could see that if

MTTFR > MTTFN , then rR < rN , which indicates that the chip is consuming its nominal

life time at lower rate, and thus the real life time is longer than the nominal one. Conversely,

if MTTFR < MTTFN , then rR > rN , which indicates that the chip is consuming its

nominal life time at higher rate, and thus the real life time is shorter than the nominal one.

Hence, instead of saying MTTF changes, we perceive MTTF as a constant resource, which

is given by MTTFN , and it is the consumption rate (rR) of MTTF that determines the real

life time of the chip. If the time integration of EM slacks over a period is zero, then the life

time or MTTF of the chip during that period will the MTTFN as predicted by (6.2).
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6.3 EM-reliability management method

6.3.1 EM-reliability resource based task migration

First, we present the new task migration method to balance the EM-reliability

resources, which is different from the conventional task migration method that targets at

improving on-chip temperature profile. According to the definition of average MTTF con-

sumption rate defined by (6.3), if rR > rN persistently, it will introduce excessive consump-

tion of MTTF, which would possibly lead to early failure of the chip if no compensation is

made. In real application, it is common that rR > rN during the period when heavy tasks

are assigned to the chip, and the life time is excessively consumed during this period, while

on the other hand, when light tasks are assigned to the chip, rR < rN , and less life time is

consumed during this period. We define MTTF resource slack as the accumulative MTTF

consumption difference between real case and nominal case over all different task execution

periods, which is calculated through

Sd =
∑

k=0

(rN − rR(k))∆T (6.4)

In which rR(k) is the average consumption rate during the k-th execution cycle, ∆T is

the unit interval (UI) of the execution cycle, and k = 0 indicates that the MTTF resource

slack is accumulated from the very beginning when the chip first gets powered-on, and (6.4)

illustrates the followings:

• If Sd = 0, it indicates the overall consumption of the chip would lead to its intended

MTTF. It is easy to verify life time = MTTFN by using (6.2) in this case.
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• If Sd < 0, it indicates that the life time is excessively consumed for the past execution

periods, and it requires compensations in future to avoid early failure.

• If Sd > 0, it indicates that the life time is consumed less than its nominal rate for

the past execution periods, and it allows increased consumptions in future without

causing early failure.

In a multi-core system, for each core i, we could calculate MTTF resource slack

for core i at the end of each task execution cycle, and denote it as Sd(i). We could also

characterize the average power of the tasks in the coming execution cycle for each core.

Assuming that the multi-core processor has N cores, and the average power of the tasks

on each core are denoted as P1,P2,...,PN , and the MTTF resource slack for each core are

denoted as Sd(1), Sd(2),...,Sd(N). To balance the EM-reliability of all the cores, we sort

out the order of power consumptions and that of the MTTF resource slack, and assign the

highest power to the core with highest value of Sd, and assign the second highest power to

the core with the second highest value of Sd, and so on. The overall task migration scheme

is shown in Fig. 6.2, in which Sd is calculated based on (6.4) and (6.3), using the estimate

MTTFR through our proposed reliability model. In this way, the MTTF consumption of

different cores could be balanced, which means that all the cores will be targeting at similar

length of life time, avoiding early failure of some cores due to continuously heavy load

assignment.
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Figure 6.2: The proposed reliability resource based task migration scheme

6.3.2 EM-reliability resource based low power control

With the proposed task migration scheme, the MTTF consumption of different

cores is balanced so that all the cores would have comparable life time. However, task

migration would not be able to compensate the excessively consumed MTTF if all the cores

are loaded with heavy tasks. Hence, low power mode needs to be enabled to compensate the

overly consumed MTTF later on, so that the chip could maintain its intended life time. In

this application, low power mode could be implemented by a P-state with reduced supply

voltage and operation frequency, which is used to control the power of the system. With

MTTF consumption getting balanced across all the cores, low power mode could effectively

balance the life time of the cores as will be discussed later in this sub-section. Here, we first

introduce the overall concept of the low power mode control to compensate the excessively

consumed MTTF of a single core as illustrated in Fig. 6.3.
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From this Fig. 6.3 and (6.4), it is clear that Sd will start negative accumulation

when rR > rN , which indicates faster consumption of MTTF comparing with nominal case.

However, once the chip switches to low power mode with rR < rN , the excessively consumed

MTTF starts to get compensated, and eventually, the consumed MTTF gets compensated

to the nominal consumption of MTTF when Sd = 0 over time.

Since the task migration scheme has succeeded to balance the MTTF consumption

of all the cores, low power mode in this case could effectively compensate the excessively

consumed life time of all the cores. Fig. 6.4 shows the examples of a 4-core system to

illustrate the importance of balancing MTTF consumption of all cores before low power

mode could be used to effectively compensate the excessively consumed MTTF of the muti-

core systems. Fig. 6.4 (a) shows a 4-core system with imbalanced MTTF consumption in

which some of the cores are excessively consuming MTTF while other cores are not. In

this case, the low power mode would not be able to compensate the consumption of all the

cores. But on the other hand, in Fig. 6.4 (b), the low power mode with rR < rN could

effectively compensate all the excessively consumed MTTF, and make the MTTF resource

slack to be zero (Sd = 0), which regulates the MTTF of all the cores at its nominal value.

Since the MTTF consumption could be compensated by low power mode with the

proposed task migration scheme, it clearly implies the following:

• Excessive life time consumption is not necessarily causing early failure as long as it

could be compensated.

• The processor could ’borrow’ some life time from future and use it to fulfill the com-

pletion of heavy task assignment in a certain period.
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Hence, in terms of MTTF resource compensation, we propose the following scheme to trade

off heavy task execution and MTTF requirement.

• When working in high performance mode, the multi-core processor continues to keep

this mode for N cycles after over 80% of cores have Sd < 0, and then switch to low

power mode starting from the N + 1 cycles.

• When working in low power mode, the multi-core processor continues to keep this

mode for M cycles after over 80% of cores have Sd > 0, and then switch to high

performance mode starting from the M + 1 cycles.

In reality, the number N and M could be specified by the user based on the needs of

handling heavy load and compensating life time. In this way, the required MTTF of all the

cores could be maintained through low power mode compensation, while the processor has

the flexibility to handle heavy task assignment when needed.

6.4 Numerical results and discussions

The proposed reliability model is implemented in C++, and the task migration

and low power mode control framework is built in Matlab environment. Hotspot [6] is

used to build the thermal model based on the configuration of a 36 core processor, and

Wattch [91] is used as the architecture level power simulation tool. In this work, we extend

its functionality to calculate power under different supply voltage and working frequency.

The dynamic workloads from spec2000 benchmarks (ammp, apsi, bzip2, equake, galgel,

gcc, lucas, mesa, parser, twolf, vpr, applu, art, crafty, fma3d, gap, gzip, mcf, mgrid, swim

vortex) are used as tasks to simulate power traces.
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6.4.1 A walk-through example for the proposed reliability estimation

In this section, we walk through an example to illustrate the proposed method.

We first set the supply voltage to be 2.65V and operation frequency to be 950MHZ for a

single core processor under test. The task “ammp” is used to generate power and thermal

traces. The supply voltage of this single core processor chip, average power and temperature

of each function unit over the transient simulation period could be obtained and used as

the input of the proposed reliability model. The new reliability model estimates that the

nucleation time (the time when the first void is formed in power grid networks) to be 11.22

years and the MTTF (the time when the chip fails) to be 19.31 years. The degradation

of the IR drop is shown in Fig. 6.5. The supply voltage of the function units maintains

to be 2.65 V as the value of its initial setup with the IR drop remaining to be zero before

nucleation time when the first void is formed. Once it reaches the nucleation time, the

formation of the void increases the resistance of the interconnect, resulting in increased IR

drop in the power delivery networks. The IR drop continues to increase as the number of

voids in power grids increases over years, which eventually leads to the failure of the chip.

MTTF is the time when the IR drop increases to 10% of the original supply voltage (0.265V

in this case).

In fact, the MTTF really depends on the executing tasks, that is heavier tasks lead

to shorter life time and lighter tasks lead to longer life time. As an example, the estimated

values of MTTF under different task executions are plotted in Fig. 6.6, in which MTTF

shows significant different values from one task to another.
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6.4.2 Evaluation of the proposed methods

In this part, we will be testing how the MTTF of the cores gets accumulatively

consumed during the task executions. We remark that the task migration for reliability

balancing management could occur for relatively long period of time (hours, days or even

weeks) in practical cases. Hence, in practice, the migration overhead is just negligible, and

thus we do not need to consider any types of migration overhead in our test. Also, since it

is impractical to run software based testing framework for task execution length over days

and years, we have to ’scale down’ the time frame in our testing environment. To do this,

we scale down the length of task execution interval, and perform task migration at the end

of each interval. In this way, we could find out how the MTTF are consumed for each core

over several task execution intervals. In our testing environment, we keep each time step

to be 30 us for power simulation and thermal simulation, and specify each task execution

interval to be 362 time steps. The nominal MTTF for each core is set to 15 years, and

the 36 core processor is used as testing vehicle. In our framework, our processor has two

different P-states, one is high performance P-state, with 1 G of frequency and 1.4 V of

supply voltage; and the other is low power P-state, with 800 M of frequency and 1.12 V of

supply voltage.

First, we disable low power mode control and use the proposed task migration

method to balance the reliability across all the cores. The experimental results of the

MTTF resource slack as reflected by Sd is shown in Fig. 6.7, in which the unit of Sd is

normalized to UI (unit interval of the task execution as defined by ∆T in (6.4)), and the unit

of time is measured by task execution cycles. We could clearly see that MTTF consumption
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is balanced across all the cores, and thus, the MTTF is consumed in similar rate, which

indicates that all the cores are regulated to have similar life time.
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Figure 6.7: MTTF resource slack (represented by Sd) under different task migration schemes

In addition, as a comparison, we also implement temperature based task migration

scheme that migrates the heaviest tasks to the cores with lowest temperature and testify

its performance in terms of MTTF resource slack. As demonstrated by Fig. 6.7, the

temperature oriented task migration could not balance MTTF consumption, and we could

clearly observe that some of the cores are consuming significantly more MTTF than others,

leading to imbalanced MTTF consumption.

Since the result in Fig. 6.7 has confirmed that the proposed task migration scheme

could balance the MTTF consumption across all the cores, making the cores targeting

at similar life time, the low power control could now effectively compensate the MTTF

consumption by switching the processor to low power mode. In this part of experiment,

the low power control mode is setup as the following: In high performance state, if over

80% of the cores have Sd < 0 for over 10 task execution cycles (N = 10), the processor
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switches to low power mode. In low power mode, if over 80% of cores have Sd > 0 for over

1 cycle (M = 1), the processor switches back to high performance state. After enabling

the low power control, as Fig. 6.8 shows, the processor starts with high performance mode,

in which the MTTF is excessively consumed for all the cores, and Sd of all the cores

are decreasing simultaneously. After 10 task execution cycles after 80% of the cores have

Sd < 0, the processor switches to low power mode. Once the processor switches to low

power mode, values of Sd start to accumulate in positive direction because all the cores are

now consuming MTTF at lower rate than the nominal rate, and we could clearly observe

that Sd values calculated from different cores get effectively compensated to around 0 as

the task runs under the proposed task migration scheme, which indicates that the overall

MTTF consumption is close to the nominal case and the cores are targeting at achieving

their required MTTF. The calculated standard deviation of MTTF resource slack by the

end of the 40 execution cycle is 2.27 UI, which is converged and would not keep increasing

as more tasks get executed.

On the other hand, if we use temperature based migration, low power mode could

not be used to compensate the MTTF consumption, as Fig. 6.8 shows, because the MTTF

consumption for different cores are completely different, and the values of Sd diverge as

task runs, which indicates the life time of different cores diverges, and some cores would

likely to have early failure if tasks are executed under this scheme. The calculated standard

deviation of the MTTF resource slack by the end of the 40 execution cycle is 41.08 UI,

which is around 18 times larger than that of the standard deviation using the proposed

method. And this standard deviation will increase as more tasks are executed.
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Figure 6.8: MTTF resource slack (represented by Sd) compensation using low power mode
under different task migration schemes

The result from Fig. 6.8 also suggests that, the processor could be assigned with

heavy load for a certain period under the proposed migration scheme. Because, as long as

the cores could be balanced to have comparable MTTF, their life time consumption could

be effectively compensated by low power mode.

6.5 Summary

This chapter presents a new reliability management method to balance and control

the life time of multi-core processor chip due to electromigration (EM) process. A more

physics-based EM model was used for more accurate prediction of the MTTF without using

empirical solutions. The proposed reliability management treats the MTTF as a resource to

consume during task execution, and uses task migration to balance the MTTF consumption

across different cores, which leads to comparable life time among different cores to maximize

the life time of the whole system. With the balanced MTTF consumption, a low power
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control mode can effectively compensate the MTTF consumption of all the cores after

executing heavy task loads, which gives the processor the flexibility to handle heavy load

when needed since the excessively consumed MTTF could be compensated later on. The

experimental results confirm that, comparing with the proposed approach, the traditional

temperature-based task migration approach could not balance MTTF consumption, and

the low power mode could not effectively compensate the life time of all the cores.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Driven by Moore’s law, the continuously increased complexity of large scale inte-

gration inevitably leads to increased power density, under which thermal behavior modeling

and management techniques become necessary and challenging to enable thermal aware chip

design and alleviate on-chip thermal and related reliability constraint. This chapter con-

cludes this dissertation with highlighted achievements, which covers four aspects in this

field: (1) compact chip level finite difference 3D thermal modeling method considering

lateral thermal resistance of TSVs. (2) subspace identification based top-down thermal

package modeling technique in presence of highly correlated on-chip power waveforms. (3)

architectural level distributed on-chip thermal management method considering package in-

duced transient thermal effects. (4) system level reliability model and management method

to balance and control life time resources in multi-core systems.

In Chapter 3, a compact thermal resistance model is proposed to model the lateral

thermal resistance of TSV and TSV arrays. Both the analytical approach and the experi-
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mental results confirm that the lateral thermal resistance is a function of the geometry of

each TSV (radius and thickness of insulation linear) and the space between two adjacent

TSVs. The new lateral TSV thermal resistance model is fully compatible with the exist-

ing thermal modeling approaches, and could be integrated into finite difference method for

thermal analysis. The experimental results show that the proposed TSV model has im-

proved accuracy in modeling lateral thermal resistance comparing with the existing one,

and it could be used to capture the lateral thermal effect using compact grids for finite dif-

ference chip level thermal analysis method, leading to improved accuracy without increase

in computational complexity.

In Chapter 4, a top-down thermal modeling approach for microprocessor pack-

age thermal behavior analysis in presence of highly correlated on-chip power is proposed.

The proposed method, ThermSubCP, uses power map approach to meet the spatial rank

requirement in presence of highly correlated power inputs, improving the predictability of

subspace identification method. Also, to tackle the nonlinear effects and various boundary

condition of the thermal package system, piecewise linear modeling approach is proposed

to increase the accuracy without increasing the model order. The piecewise modeling ap-

proach, ThermSubPWL, partitions the thermal nonlinearity ranges, either due to temper-

ature or varying boundary conditions into a number of small ranges, and uses power map

based subspace identification approach (ThermSubCP) to build thermal model for each

range. The proposed method is validated on a practical microprocessor package built by

commercial multi-domain/physics tool, COMSOL V4.1, driven by highly correlated on-chip

power signal. The experiment results show that multiple power map configurations could
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significantly improve the predictability of the identified model. The new piecewise linear

modeling approach can be used to model thermal behavior over wide temperature ranges or

over different thermal boundary conditions due to different cooling configurations. Further,

the PWL modeling technique can lead to much smaller model order without accuracy loss,

which translates to significant simulation time reduction and about 10X less time to identify

the reduced models compared to the linear modeling method trying to improve accuracy

through using the high order models in experiments.

In Chapter 5, a new architectural level distributed task migration method is pro-

posed as a thermal management scheme for multi-core microprocessor. The proposed

method uses a new temperature metric called effective initial temperature to guide the task

migration processes. Since effective initial temperature incorporates the initial temperature

condition of the chip and other thermal transient effect of the package, the proposed method

could make more optimized task migration decisions comparing with the conventional ones,

leading to more balanced on-chip temperature distribution. In the experiment on a 100-core

microprocessor, comparable performance is observed when comparing the proposed method

with the centralized control method that optimizes task scheduling based on real tempera-

ture information. The experiment results show that the proposed distributed method works

more effectively to reduce the number of thermal hot spots (21% more thermal hot spot

reduction comparing with the alternative approach under the same distributed framework,

and 44% more thermal hot spot reduction comparing with the existing distributed ther-

mal management methods). These results demonstrate that the proposed method leads

to smaller temperature variations across the many-core microprocessor comparing with
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other distributed method, which indicates that more balanced temperature profile has been

achieved.

In Chapter 6, a new dynamic reliability management method is developed to bal-

ance and control the life time of multi-core processor chip caused by electromigration (EM).

A system level life time resource based EM model is developed from physics-based deriva-

tions. The proposed reliability management treats the MTTF as a resource to consume

during task execution, and uses task migration to balance the MTTF resource consumption

across different cores, which leads to comparable life time among different cores to prevent

early failure of heavily loaded cores. With the balanced MTTF consumption, a low power

control mode is used to effectively compensate the MTTF consumption of all the cores

after executing heavy task loads, which gives the processor the flexibility to handle heavy

load when needed since the excessively consumed MTTF could be compensated later on.

The experimental results confirm that, the proposed method could lead to balanced MTTF

consumption, and effectively compensate the life time of all the cores by switching to low

power mode, while the traditional temperature-based task migration approach could not.
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